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Austria

**REFERENCE:**  561067-EPP-1-2015-AT-SPO-SCP

**PROJECT TITLE:**  EWOS ABILITY LINK*KIT – Using EWOS 2015 to stimulate Regular Participation in Sport and HEPA for and with People with a Disability

**PROJECT ACRONYM:**  LINKKIT

**DESCRIPTION:**  The majority of Europeans with a disability do not yet have equal opportunities to participate in sports or HEPA. The EWOS ABILITY LINK*KIT Project will tackle this need and create a lasting trans-national and trans-sectorial European partnership that holds the expertise to link national disability sport structures and local stakeholders, in order to raise awareness and sustainably increase day-to-day participation in disability sports and HEPA for people with a disability. The project will be undertaken in the light of the EWOS 2015 and it will be key to sustainably connect the disability sport sector to this new flagship event for sports promotion.

The project will focus on 3 main activities:

(1) The identification and testing of good practices to organise awareness-raising events for sports and HEPA for and with people with a disability, together with the identification and elaboration of measures on how to turn such ‘one-off activities’ into higher day-to-day participation through collaboration with local stakeholders.

(2) A local EWOS Event will be held in the City of Eger to showcase the disability sports sector in the light of the EWOS 2015 principles, and to test the applicability of good practices identified through the project.

(3) The impact of the practices identified and applied through the project will be monitored and the learning will be deduced into a practical Toolkit to learn from. This will be followed by a European Workshop to spread the practices, and to train relevant disability sport stakeholders towards the implementation of more events during the EWOS 2016 and beyond. The vision is that – step by step – the EWOS ABILITY LINK*KIT will help national and local disability sport stakeholders to contribute to future EWOS events and that these local events will also create sustainable higher day-to-day participation in sports and health enhancing physical activity for and with people with a disability.

**COORDINATOR:**  EUROPEAN PARALYMPIC COMMITTEE

Opernring 1, Stiege E, Top 227
AT-1010 Wien (Austria)

[www.europaralympic.org](http://www.europaralympic.org)

**ELIGIBLE BUDGET:**  288.714,89 €

**GRANT AMOUNT:**  230.945,35 €

**CO-FINANCEMENT:**  79,99 %
PARTNERS:
Spin Sport Innovation, Köln (Germany)
Sport et Citoyenneté 3S, Angers (France)
Stadt Karlsruhe, Karlsruhe (Germany)
Hungarian Paralympic Committee, Budapest (Hungary)
National Sport Academy "Vassil Levski", Sofia (Bulgaria)
Movigo Sport e.V., Dachau (Germany)
Facchhoschule, Salzburg GmbH (Germany)
Institute of Technology, Tralee (Ireland)

NUMBER OF MEMBER SPORT ORGANISATIONS INVOLVED IN THE PROJECT: 643
**PROJECT TITLE:**

Queering Football – Tackling Homophobia and Promoting Anti-Discrimination around Major Sport Events

**PROJECT ACRONYM:**

QF

**DESCRIPTION:**

The project “Queering Football – Tackling Homophobia and Promoting Anti-Discrimination around Major Sport Events” aims at using the UEFA EURO 2016 in France as a pan-European networking and communication platform to tackle discrimination and hatred and to establish a more inclusive football and fan culture which makes football a safe and enjoyable space for all European citizens. Homophobia – violence and prejudices against LGBTIQs (Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, Intersex and Questioning) – is still one of the main and untackled problems in European football. Therefore, the overall objective of the project “Queering Football – Tackling homophobia and promoting anti-discrimination around major sport events” is to raise awareness for a wider recognition of homophobia as a main cross-border threat to the integrity of European sport, in particular football.

**Methods:** “Queering Football” is raising awareness through campaigning, training and networking activities and empowers grassroots initiatives like LGBTIQ self-organisations or supporters groups to engage against discrimination in sports. The main activities take place in the surrounding of UEFA EURO 2016 in France. These anti-discrimination measures serve as an example for further and upcoming major sport events to ensure, that questions of inclusion, equality and minority rights are on the agenda of major sport events and specific human rights standards can be guaranteed. Removing sport-related discrimination based on sexual orientation will also lead in the long-run to increased levels of participation of LGBTIQ athletes, fans, volunteers and sport administrators. Beneath the overall project management, “Queering Football” consists of four workstreams:

1. Campaigning against homophobia at UEFA EURO 2016
2. European Networking and Building Capacity among LGBTIQ and fans
3. Developing anti-homophobia educational and training tools
4. Promoting anti-discrimination standards at major sport events.

**COORDINATOR:**

FONDS WIENER INSTITUT FUR INTERNATIONALEN DIALOG UND ZUSAMMENARBEIT

Mollwaldplatz 5-3
AT-1040 Wien (Austria)

[www.visd.org](http://www.visd.org)

**ELIGIBLE BUDGET:** 436,506,00 €

**GRANT AMOUNT:** 349,204,50 €

**CO-FINANCEMENT:** 80,00 %
**Partners:**
- EGLSF (Netherlands)
- Football Supporters Europe Ev (Fse) (Germany)
- Fédération Sportive Gaie et Lesbienne (France)
- Merseyside Expanding Horizons (UK)
- Stowarzyszenie Pomocy Osobom Niepełnosprawnym SPON (Poland)
- Hacettepe Universitesi (Turkey)
- Unione Italiana Sport Per Tutti (Italy)
- Spolint Institut Za Razvoj Sporta (Slovenia)

**Number of Member Sport Organisations Involved in the Project:** 1000
At European level there is strong evidence and political agreement that more HEPA at school is needed. At the same time local stakeholders are confronted with inadequate structures and insufficient resources. Sport organizations have the potential to support the school sector in this task and to effectuate change. ASE wants to motivate and empower sport organizations at different levels to become active partners for schools. The project will (1) facilitate professional exchange between existing initiatives in the EU Member States (2) develop quality benchmarks (3) stimulate innovation and (4) combine forces in advocacy and awareness-raising. Partner forums and a targeted mobility scheme will facilitate the exchange between programs. A systematic benchmarking process will define desirable standards and best practice related e.g. to education and training; evaluation and impact measurement or issues of sustainability and funding. ASE will run an ideas competition and collaboratively implement innovative pilot projects. A European sport- and school sector cooperation award will be one of the project’s innovative approaches to awareness-raising. To exert a broad effect on the sector, ASE will link some of Europe’s largest national school sport programs under which various types of sport organizations in Europe already collaborate with thousands of (pre-) schools on the ground. Any transfer of innovation, which will result from the project can thus feed into already existing large-scale programs. The cascading effect, which can be generated by the ASE partnership through their current programs, is tremendous. Local implementers are connected to more than 17,100 (pre-) schools with programs reaching out to more than 2 million children and youth. This does not only provide significant implementation power for new ideas and concepts, but would also create a strong bridge to communicate the European Union’s HEPA-related policies into the sport and education sector.
PARTNERS:

ASKÖ - Arbeitsgemeinschaft für Sport und Körperkultur in Österreich (Austria)
Allgemeiner Sportverband (Austria)
Magyar Diaksport Szovetseg (Hungary)
Sveriges Riksidrottsförbund (Sweden)
Sportunion Österreichverein (Austria)
Valo Valtakunnalinen Likuta Ja Urheiluorganisaatio Ry (Finland)
Youth Sport Trust LBG (UK)
Zavod Za Sport RS Planica (Slovenia)
Hanzehogeschool Groningen Stichting
Slagelse Kommune (Denmark)
Landessportverband für das Saarland (Germany)
Stichting Vlaamse Schoolsport (Belgium)

NUMBER OF MEMBER SPORT ORGANISATIONS INVOLVED IN THE PROJECT: 7 000 000
**PROJECT TITLE:**
Athletes Learning Entrepreneurship – a new Type of Dual Career Approach

**PROJECT ACRONYM:**
AtLETyC

**DESCRIPTION:**
The European Commission declared in 2007 in its “White paper on Sport” the importance to provide “Dual Career” training for young sportsmen and sportswomen already in an early stage in order to ensure the reintegration of professional sportspersons into the labour market at the end of their sporting careers.

“Dual career” arrangements should allow Athletes to benefit from their sporting career as well to be well prepared for the time after their active sporting careers and to choose sport AND education.

Our project AtLETyC addresses this increasingly important issue that strikes elite Athletes. AtLETyC will open a new opportunity to Athletes and a new direction in their lives. They will be better educated and will even be able to create new jobs.

We want to provide educational training on Entrepreneurship at postsecondary (VET and tertiary) level with our partners to Athletes. Athletes are dedicated to achieving results and have an attitude and the capability to be the best and to succeed.

Our approach shall provide Athletes with a new career path and decrease unemployment what contributes to EU 2020 Strategy in delivering smart and inclusive growth to economy.

The Specific objectives of AtLETyC are:
- To develop a vocational and/or higher education course on Entrepreneurship Athletes which will be offered in modules
- To develop tailor-made training as the best solution

The training will be composed of web-based modules and face to face modules according the “Blended Learning”-Concept:
- General MOOC-based modules in English on overlapping topics (e.g. Marketing, Business Plan) equal in all partner countries
- Special modules with country specific learning content (e.g. Business law, Accounting, Corporate foundations law) in form of face-to-face training in the language of the partner. Our training program can easily be tailored to the needs of others and transferred to other countries and regions in Europe, what enhances the sustainability of the project.

**COORDINATOR:**
FH JOANNEUM GESELLSCHAFT M.B.H.
Alte Poststrasse 149
AT-8020 Graz (Austria)
www.fh-joanneum.at

**ELIGIBLE BUDGET:**
612.918,00 €

**GRANT AMOUNT:**
490.327,00 €
CO-FINANCEMENT: 80,00 %

PARTNERS:

World University Service-Osterreichisches Komitee Verein (Austria)
Kada Verein Karriere Danach (Austria)
Univerza V Ljubljani (Slovenia)
Universita Degli Studi Di Torino (Italia)
Associazione Italiana Cultura Sport (Italia)
Lietuvos Sporto Universitetas (Lithuania)
Lietuvos Sporto Federaciju Sajunga (Lithuania)
Testnevelesi Egyetem (Hungary)
Magya Sportmenedzsment Társaság (Hungary)
Univerzitet U Sarajevu (Bosnia-Hercegovina)
Udrezenje Gradana Olimpijski Komitet Bosne I Hercegovine Saraj (Bosnia-Hercegovina)
Slovenian university sports association (Slovenia)

NUMBER OF MEMBER SPORT ORGANISATIONS INVOLVED IN THE PROJECT: 150
Belgium

REFERENCE: 560981-EPP-1-2015-1-BE-SPO-SNCESE

PROJECT TITLE:

GetActive#BeActive - An initiative to promote healthy lifestyles and physical activity to schoolchildren +/- 12 years old as part of the 2015 European Week of Sport.

DESCRIPTION:

ALCIS (Action Learning for Children in Schools) = Greek Goddess of Sport. This innovative action provides schoolchildren +/- 12 years with a series of choreographed exercise classes combined with a 4-week education programme on the importance of a healthy lifestyle and regular physical activity. It will take place in 5 EU countries, involving up to 75 community-based sport/fitness centres cooperating with local schools. It is expected that there will be 4,000-7,500 children directly benefiting from the action which will start on the European Week of Sport focus day of 8th September (education and sport). The action will be coordinated with the national contact points for the European Week of Sport together with specifically developed promotional materials, press coverage, and a social media campaign to be used by the children.

Experts will provide specially designed educational materials (from the successful My Choices Planner from Generation Europe) for the students and their teachers promoting the importance of healthy lifestyles and regular physical activity. The education programme will run together with a series of fun, energetic group exercise classes organised by local not-for-profit sport/fitness centres. The ALCIS programme will be specifically aimed to be complimentary to other teaching taking place in the schools, and will end with a mass exercise class to involve the children's parents, family and friends.

It is widely accepted that the obesity epidemic has grown at an increasingly alarming rate among adults and children in Europe (WHO, 2012) and that this epidemic is highly associated with the pandemic of physical inactivity. Keeping in mind that work done around children and nutrition and physical activity is an investment into the lives of citizens of tomorrow, a key aspect of the project is to work towards establishing a lasting legacy with longer-term remembrance by the schoolchildren about the importance of maintaining healthy lifestyles and their participation in regular activities.

COORDINATOR: EUROEPACTIVE
House of Sport
Avenue des Arts 43
BE-1040 Brussels (Belgium)
http://www.europeactive.eu/eu/projects

ELIGIBLE BUDGET: 230.250,00 €
GRANT AMOUNT: 184.200,00 €
CO-FINANCEMENT: 80,00 %
**Participants’ Organisations:**

- EurMind (Belgium)
- Sport-Ionad Reiguinach Chorcaí Teo (Leisureworld) (Ireland)
- The Wellness Foundation (Italy)
- Lithuanian Health and Fitness Association (Lithuania)
- Fitvak branche organisatie erkende sport- en bewegingscentra (Netherlands)
- Ukactive (UK)

**Number of Member Sport Organisations Involved in the Project:** 75
Bulgaria

**REFERENCE:** 567145-EPP-1-2015-2-BG-SPO-SCP

**PROJECT TITLE:** Sport for all

**PROJECT ACRONYM:** Sport4U

**DESCRIPTION:** The project is a transnational partnership a mix of NGOs and public bodies active in various areas. 13 partnering organisations, but united in their aim to increase sport and physical activity for youth and adults from 8 different programme countries. The project is based on the common needs identified from the partnering organisations in the 8 countries to provide practical skills of the education, social care system staff, the public bodies at regional and local levels and the NGO as well as business representatives to plan and collaborate on partner projects for more sports and physical activities, or ones exploiting their potential to tackle the social, economic and environmental challenges we all share - as citizens and individuals. Improved will be also the knowledge and the information on the opportunities for sport volunteering, and the fact that sport is the universal tool increasing both the individual professional and personal well-being, and developing qualities transferrable and useful to all spheres of the public life - in the professional and personal area, in increasing the staff efficiency and in boosting the business competitiveness. Increasing the awareness of the public authorities, the NGOs active in the fields of youth, sports and r stakeholders and individuals on the sport capacity to serve as an effective tool for social, economic and ecological solutions, defined as local and national priorities in the EU2020 strategy. Increasing the capacity, and cooperation, as well as the synergy with other EU strategies, relying on effective approaches for non-formal learning. The basic phases of the project include management, The preparation, dissemination phase and the implementation phase - 6 key activities, well-structured in tasks and with mature sample schedules so as to ensure the project goals achievement. More than 85 000 direct beneficiaries will be involved, and more than 2 500 000 indirect ones at 8 countries for more sports for any one.

**COORDINATOR:** BULGARIAN SPORTS FEDERATION FOR CHILDREN DEPRIVED OF PARENTAL
Street" Ivan Asen II" №71
BG-1000 Sofia (Bulgaria)
www.sportforchildren.net

**ELIGIBLE BUDGET:** 545,536,29 €

**GRANT AMOUNT:** 436,429,03 €

**CO-FINANCEMENT:** 80,00 %

Veritas – Balechik (Bulgaria)
Asociacion Building Bridges (Spain)
SWT Skopje (Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia)
Iasis Ngo (Greece)

Sociedad para el Desarrollo de la Provincia de Burgos (Spain)
Sports School 'Georgi Stoikov Rakovski (Poland)
PARTNERS:

Obshtina Balchik (Croatia)
A.B.A.T.-Balkania Skopje (Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia)
Innovaförm Közhasznú Nonprofit Kft.(Hungary)
Fundatia Judeteana Pentru Tineret Timis (Romania)
Municipio De Lousada (Portugal)
Dinamik Gelisim Dernegi (Turkey)

NUMBER OF MEMBER SPORT ORGANISATIONS INVOLVED IN THE PROJECT: 54
**PROJECT TITLE:**

Active School Communities

**PROJECT ACRONYM:**

ASC

**DESCRIPTION:**

The Active School Communities project will equip community sport organisations with an adaptable toolkit they can use to collaborate more effectively with schools on physical activity initiatives for primary school children. The toolkit will also assist them in establishing contact with and advocating toward governments to drive the impact of their initiatives. The knowledge base used to develop the toolkit will be drawn from an experienced group of partners from research institutions, the education sector and non-profit sport organisations from nine countries in West, East, North and South Europe.

The overall objective of the Active School Communities project is to build the capacity of community sport organisations to harness potential partnerships in the primary school setting for the promotion of sport and physical activity for healthy lifestyles and better learning outcomes.

The project has the following specific objectives:

1. To convert knowledge and experience from cross-sector stakeholders in HEPA promotion into a toolkit community sport organisations can use to work with teachers, local authorities, national governments – all of whom can have a significant influence on the target group’s (primary school children) access to health-enhancing physical activity. The toolkit would include a self-assessment tool for the organisations to gauge their capacities to work in these settings and identify areas for improvement.

2. To build the capacities of community sport organisations to deliver more effective initiatives in school settings by using the toolkit and to drive impact by advocating the value of their work to policy makers

3. To test the adaptability of the toolkit to different national settings by trialling a pilot version in six European countries and arrive at a resource that can be rolled out Europe-wide

4. To foster interaction between the community sport, education and government sectors to establish more cohesive networks of stakeholders in HEPA

**COORDINATOR:**

BG BYDI AKTIVEN
Ul. Petko D. Petkov 12 Et.1 Ap.2
BG-4000 Plovdiv (Bulgaria)
www.bgbeactive.org

**ELIGIBLE BUDGET:**

587,820,00 €

**GRANT AMOUNT:**

470,000,00 €

**CO-FINANCEMENT:**

79,96 %
PARTNERS:

- International Sport And Culture Association (Denmark)
- European Physical Education Association (Switzerland)
- Willibald Gebhardt Institut Forschungsinstitut Fur Sport (Germany)
- Sport Et Citoyennete 3s (France)
- Magyar Diaksport Szovetseg (Hungary)
- Unione Italiana Sport Per Tutti (Italy)
- Youth Sport Trust Lbg (UK)
- South Lanarkshire Lesiure And Culture Ltd (UK)
- Sportna Unija Slovenije - Zveza Drustev Za Sportno Rekrecijjo (Slovenia)
- Danske Gymnastik Og Idractsfeninger (Denmark)

NUMBER OF MEMBER SPORT ORGANISATIONS INVOLVED IN THE PROJECT: 50 000
Croatia

**REFERENCE:** 567298-EPP-1-2015-2-HR-SPO-SCP

**PROJECT TITLE:**

On The Move

**PROJECT ACRONYM:**

MOVE

**DESCRIPTION:**

The proposed project titled ON THE MOVE aims to contribute to raising awareness of the need for physical activity as the basis of healthy lifestyle by changing habits of preschool children and their families. The reason for undertaking this project is to tackle the challenges of growing obesity among preschool children in developing countries involved in the project and to raise awareness about importance of active lifestyle and healthy nutrition in all project partner countries (Croatia, Malta, Slovakia, United Kingdom, Portugal and Slovenia). This is to be done by including children from an early age (4 – 7 years; primarily those who are overweight, obese or with low level of physical activity) into regular sports activities accompanied by indoor and outdoor activities with their parents and workshops on healthy nutrition and cooking at weekends. It combines physical activity and balanced diet as the most effective way to increase general health, mental development and performance in children and reduce the risk of obesity. The main activity of the project is execution of pilot programmes in Croatia, Malta, Slovakia, United Kingdom, Portugal and Slovenia, designed by experts in kinesiology, nutrition and health according to age and fitness level of participants. Intention of designed programme is among other introducing children to elements of basic sports (athletics, gymnastics and swimming) in order to boost their physical, cognitive and academic development and to create healthy habits at early age. The partnership is consisted of 7 organizations from 6 European countries - a mix of public bodies with access to decision makers, educational and health institutions, sports organizations with experience in working with children and promoting grassroot sports to all generations, and organizations specialized in raising awareness about the importance of physical activity and healthy food and nutrition is best suited to achieve the goals set for this project.

**COORDINATOR:** MEDJIMURJE COUNTY

Rudera Boškovića 2
HR-40000 Čakovec (Croatia)
www.medjimurska-zupanija.hr

**ELIGIBLE BUDGET:** 578,215,69 €

**GRANT AMOUNT:** 462,572,55 €

**CO-FINANCEMENT:** 80,00 %
PARTNERS: Medimurski savez sportske rekreacije "Sport za sve" (Croatia)
Community Voluntary Services for Broxbourne and East Herts (UK)
Município de Lousada (Portugal)
Center Za Zdravje In Razvoj Murska Sobota (Slovenia)
Gymnastické centrum (Slovakia)
Foundation For the Promotion of Social Inclusion in Malta (Malta)

NUMBER OF MEMBER SPORT ORGANISATIONS INVOLVED IN THE PROJECT: 950
**PROJECT TITLE:**
Strengthening good governance in the European sport community by providing women with necessary competencies in order to support gender balance and equality in decision-making in sport structures

**PROJECT ACRONYM:**
SUCCESS

**DESCRIPTION:**
The National Olympic Committees of Croatia, France, Italy, Lithuania, Spain and Slovakia have joined their efforts to contribute to the European overall aim of achieving a full gender balance in the representation in decision-making positions in sport governing bodies by 2020. The collaborative partnership is focusing on developing a network of National Olympic Committees that is going to serve as a platform for sustainable national sport management training programmes and mentoring systems for future female leaders in sport, on educating and improving their competencies in order to prepare them for more demanding positions in sport, and on promoting gender balance and raising gender awareness and commitment to gender mainstreaming for board members and personnel in leading positions in sport. According to the findings of the needs analysis in participating countries, women remain underrepresented in leadership positions within sport organisations. The most prominent barriers identified by the project partners were the lack of networking opportunities for women in sport, perceptions of women as less qualified than men and gender stereotyping that prevents women from being hired into positions of more responsibility, as well as a lack of opportunities for women to participate in education and training that can develop their management and leadership skills. Project partners have developed the project to tackle those problems and support women in sport. One of the key activities of the project is a sport management training programme. Besides developing individual competencies of women in sport, the purpose of the sport management training programme is to create a European learning community of future female leaders in sport. Furthermore, participants of the training will transfer, apply and adapt theoretical principles to their own sport organisations, which will establish them as leaders in their sport organisations.

**COORDINATOR:**
HRVATSKI OLOMIJPSKI ODBOR
Trg Kresimira Cosica 11
HR- 10000 Zagreb (Croatia)
www.hoo.hr

**ELIGIBLE BUDGET:** 384.344,90 €

**GRANT AMOUNT:** 307.421,34 €

**CO-FINANCEMENT:** 79,99 %
**PARTNERS:**
Comité National Olympique Et Sportif Français (France)
Comitato Olimpico Nazionale Italiano (Italy)
Lietuvos Tautinis Olimpinis Komitetas (Lithuania)
Comite Olimpico Español (Spain)
Slovensky Olympijsky Vybor (Slovakia)

**NUMBER OF MEMBER SPORT ORGANISATIONS INVOLVED IN THE PROJECT:** 6 000 000
Czech Republic

**REFERENCE:** 567249-EPP-1-2015-2-CZ-SPO-SCP

**PROJECT TITLE:**

Climbing for everybody – introduction of climbing and mountaineering sports as a physical and social activities for all

**PROJECT ACRONYM:**

CFE

**DESCRIPTION:**

The project reacts on actual trends in climbing community and European society. The main project objective is to encourage people of all age and especially young ones to take active part in sport activities related to climbing and all kinds of mountain sports. The project is coordinated by Czech Mountaineering Federation and has 5 national mountaineering federations from IT, SL, HR, SK, HU as partners. Project lasts for 36 months.

The project has four main activities:

1. Analysis, which should describe:
   - how the values are understand in its country
   - good and bad practice of how the climbing and mountain sports work as non-organised sport activities
   - activities of federation or other subjects in this field
   - social inclusion and equal opportunities
   - awareness of the importance of health and safety in climbing activities

   Each partner will prepare its own report and all partners will prepare statement report, describing common conclusions. The reports describe recommendations for further activities.

2. Key activities are Mountaineering weeks which pilot methods, tools and approaches which can address people and encourage them to try some climbing and mountain sports. All together 5 MW will be realised within the project, each one in different country. Each MW last for 6 days and will consist of seminars, workshops, presentation, practical examples etc. MW are focused on public, climbing public and part of them is dedicated to experts of partners.

3. Awareness rising activities – which aim to introduce the main project issues to climbing and general public in each partner country.

4. Action plans and methodology – based on the experience from piloting partners prepare methodology for tools and methods. Each partner will prepare its action plan which will describe their future activities supporting the project issues. Partners will also prepare an international action plan. All action plans are the bases for the multiplication and sustainability.

**COORDINATOR:** CESKY HOROLZEZCKY SVAZ

Zatopkova 100/2
CZ-169 00 Praha 6 (Czech Republic)
www.horosvaz.cz

**ELIGIBLE BUDGET:** 604.565,00 €

**GRANT AMOUNT:** 483.550,00 €
Co-financement: 79.98%

Partners:
- Club Alpino Italiano - C.A.I. Associazione (Italy)
- Slovak Mountaineering Union JAMES (Slovakia)
- Magyar Hegy- és Sportmászó Szövetség (Hungary)
- Planinska zveza Slovenije (Slovenia)
- Hrvatski planinarski savez (Croatia)

Number of member sport organisations involved in the project: 1 300
The overall objective of the project is to build capacity in civil society organisations to engage in active advocacy for the implementation of the EU PA Guidelines. The European Partners are umbrella organisations with experience in advocacy on the EU level. They will, in turn, engage with their member associations (National Project Partners and beyond) to deliver capacity building, alliance creation and specific advocacy interventions on national and local levels.

Specific objectives and their related activities:

A) To build the knowledge base for active advocacy for the implementation of PA guidelines
1- Determining the actual level of progress in implementing the EU PA guidelines in 5 selected EU countries in cooperation with the national HEPA focal points.
2- Compiling good practices in the field of advocacy for physical activity among participating organisations and beyond through desk research from past projects, other alliances and relevant literature
3- Commissioning pilot reports in Poland, Bulgaria and France, establishing an evidence base for active advocacy for PA promotion. These pilot researches will allow international comparison and will be adaptable to different settings (see more below)

B) To build capacities in participating organisations to engage in active advocacy
4- Developing relevant tools and resources to facilitate the advocacy work of all involved organisations.
5- Conducting knowledge-sharing and training seminars/workshops

C) To test the validity and quality of the proposed tools and capacities
6- Establishing cross-sector PA advocacy alliances on national and local level
7- Delivery of advocacy interventions

D) Widening the impact of the project
8- Developing a webinar series on HEPA policy advocacy
9- Dissemination and exploitation of the project results.

COORDINATOR: INTERNATIONAL SPORT AND CULTURE ASSOCIATION
Vester Voldgade 100 2
DK-1552 Copenhagen (Denmark)
www.isca-web.org

ELIGIBLE BUDGET: 625.510,00€

GRANT AMOUNT: 500.000,00 €
CO-FINANCEMENT: 79,93 %

PARTNERS:
- European Cyclists' Federation Asbl (Belgium)
- EPODE International Network (Belgium)
- European Physical Education Association (Switzerland)
- International Association Of Sport And Leisure Infrastructure (Slovenia)
- European Healthy Stadia Nework Cic (UK)
- Union Française Des Oeuvres Laïques d'Education Physique (France)
- Fundacja V4SPORT (Poland)
- Bg Bydi Aktiven (Bulgaria)
- Unione Italiana Sport Per Tutti (Italy)
- Kinoniki Sineteristiki Epixirisi Prasines Diadromes (Greece)

NUMBER OF MEMBER SPORT ORGANISATIONS INVOLVED IN THE PROJECT: 15 000
Over 31,000 Europeans have received an organ transplant in 2013 and the number of people accepted into active treatment is at least ten fold. The serious illness leading to dialysis and/or eventually to organ transplantation is often several year long, physically and mentally stressful processes. Physical rehabilitation alongside of psychological and social rehabilitation is proved to greatly enhance the quality of life of dialysis patients and organ transplant recipients.

The European Transplant Sports Week (ETSW16) takes place in Vantaa, Finland 10th -17th July 2016. The ETSW16 is the biggest sports event in the world for persons with organ transplants in 2016. The ETSW16 comprises International Youth Camp, Sport for all - public events, Researcher Workshops and Transplant Sports Symposium. The events reach 1,000-1,500 organ transplant related participants and 10,000+ non-related local participants.

The ETSW16 goals are:
1) To enhance social inclusion of organ transplant recipients by using sports in European and national level
2) To promote equal opportunities and participation in organ transplant sport on European and national level
3) To bring together European transplant sport and patient associations
4) To raise awareness of organ transplant sport and health enhancing physical activities.

The ETSW16 gathers European organ transplant recipients, dialysis patients, students, volunteers, families, medical and sport professionals and European transplant sport organisations together to promote organ transplant sports and organ transplantation. Events are targeted for all dialysis patients and organ transplant recipients in 65 European organisations. The ETSW16 local communication program reaches over 1 million people. On a European wide communication network, ETSW16 covers the estimated 10 million target persons.

COORDINATOR: SUOMEN VAMMAISURHEILU JA -LIIKUNTA VAU RY
Radiokatu 20
FI-00240 Helsinki (Finland)
www.vammaisurheilu.fi

ELIGIBLE BUDGET: 891.352,40 €
GRANT AMOUNT: 381.327.23 €
CO-FINANCEMENT: 42,78 %
PARTICIPANTS’ ORGANISATIONS:

Austrian Transplant Sport Federation (ATSF), Austria
Belgian Transplant and Dialysis Sport Association, Belgium
Bulgarian Union of Transplanted, Bulgaria
Croatian Transplant Association, Croatia
Czech Transplant Team, Czech Republic
Cyprus Transplant Association, Cyprus
Danish Kidney Association, Denmark
Munuais- ja maksaliitto Musili ry, Finland
Sydän- ja keuhkosirrhoakat SYKE ry, Finland
Association Trans-Forme, France
Transdia-Sport Deutschland e.V., Germany
Renal Patients Athletic Organisation, Greece
Magyar Szervátültetettek Szövetsége (MSzSz), Hungary
Irish Kidney Association, Ireland
Transplant Sport Club, Italy
Lithuanian Kidney Patients’ Association, Lithuania
Association Luxembourgeoise des Malades Rénaux et des Transplantés (ALMRT), Luxembourg
Stiching Sport en Transplantatie, Netherlands
Transplanteres Idrettforeinerring, Norway
Polskie Stowarzyszenie Sportu po Transplantacji, Poland
Asociata Transplantatilor Din Romania, Romania
Spoločnosť dializovaných a transplantovaných, Slovakia
ZDLBS, Slovenia
Deporte y Transplante Espana, Spain
Transplant Sweden, Sweden
Transplant Sport UK, UK
Österreichischer Verband der Herz- und Lungentransplantierten, Austria
Association Nationale des Greffés Cardiaques et Pulmonaires, Belgium
Hjerteforeningens Hjerte- og Lungetransplantationsklub, Denmark
Fédération Francaise des Associations de Greffés du Cœur et des Poumons (FFAGCP), France
The British Heart Transplant Association, UK
Hellenic Heart-Lung Transplant Association, Greece
Hungarian Heart and Lung Transplant Association for Sport and Culture (HHLTA), Hungary
The Irish Heart and Lung Transplant Association, Ireland
A.C.T.I. Associazione Cardiotrapiantati Italiani, Italy
Lithuanian Heart Transplant Association, Lithuania
Vereniging Harten Twee, Netherlands
Foreningen for Hjerte-/Lunge Transplanterte (FHLT), Norway
Stowarzyszenie Transplantacji Serca - Zarzad Glowny, Poland
Asociata Romana de Transplant Cardiac si Pulmonar pentru Cultura si Sport (ARTCP-CS), Romania
Dar Zivota, Slovakia
Slovensko drustvo Transplant, Slovenia
Federacion Espanola de Transplantados de Corazon FETCO, Spain,
VIKING Riksföreningen för Hjärt-Lungtransplanterade, Sweden

NUMBER OF MEMBER SPORT ORGANISATIONS INVOLVED IN THE PROJECT: 2500
France

REFERENCE: 561063-EPP-1-2015-1-FR-SPO-SNCESE

PROJECT TITLE: Active Workplace, Healthy Lifestyle

PROJECT ACRONYM: AWHL

DESCRIPTION: « Active Workplace, Healthy Lifestyle » (AWHL) aims at raising physical activity rates in Europe through integrating physical activities and sport programmes within the workplace. Actions from AWHL will take place during EWoS by making European employees and companies active and raise knowledge to decision makers about benefits of company sport (social, health, communication, economic issues). AWHL applicant is European Federation for Company Sport (EFCS), official partner of EWoS since EU Sport Forum in Milan in December 2014. The project includes multi-countries activities in 14 countries under support of EFCS members from Austria, Belgium, Czech Republic, Denmark, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Italy, Latvia, Malta, Slovenia, Spain and Sweden. During this project, national events will be organized focusing on four main criteria:

• make participants practicing physical activity
• educate, inform and promote company sport added value and benefits
• business and company context
• leisure and recreational dimension rather than competition

Through an engaged and various network gathering key actors around the field of company sport (companies’ decision makers, chambers of commerce, employers and employees trade unions, human resources associations, health organisations and insurances, public executives, media, other sport federations…), the objective is to gather at least 500 companies and 13,000 participants all over Europe. Communication targeted actions to provide AWHL, EWoS and company sport, a local, national and European visibility and dissemination activities will ensure durable and regular collaborations with companies to implement physical activity and sport in European citizens daily and weekly’s routine. AWHL intends to prove the relevance and necessity of a regular sport activity within or around the workplace and provide private and public decision makers tools and support to tackle the high level of physical inactivity in Europe.

COORDINATOR: EUROPEAN FEDERATION OF COMPANY SPORT
3 rue Dieudonné Costes
FR-75013 Paris (France)
www.efcs.org

ELIGIBLE BUDGET: 265.000,00 €
GRANT AMOUNT: 210.000,00 €
CO-FINANCEMENT: 79,25 %
PARTICIPANTS’ ORGANISATIONS:

Austrian Federation for company sport (OBSV) (Austria)
Flemish Federation for company sport (VLB) (Belgium)
Czech Federation for company sport (CSFS) (Czech Republic)
Danish federation for company sport (Denmark)
German federation for company sport (DBSV) (Germany)
Hellenic organisation for company sport and health (HOSCH) (Greece)
Hungarian leisure sports association (Hungary)
Italian federation for company sport (CSAIN) (Italy)
Latvia federation sports for all (LTSA) (Latvia)
Malta employees sports association (MESA) (Malta)
Sports Union of Slovenia (SUS) (Slovenia)
Association Cultural Deportiva De Empresas de la Safor (AFES) (Spain)
Korpen Svenska Motionsidrottsforbundet (Sweden)
French Federation for company sport (FFSE) (France)

NUMBER OF MEMBER SPORT ORGANISATIONS INVOLVED IN THE PROJECT: 13 000
REFERENCE: 567340-EPP-1-2015-2-FR-SPO-SCP

PROJECT TITLE: European Network for promotion of women’s sport / Women&Sports

PROJECT ACRONYM: ENWoSP

DESCRIPTION: The overall objective of this project is to establish a European Network for promotion of women’s sport, with particular attention to women in risk of social exclusion (e.g. immigrants and disabled) and of racial discrimination. Based on gender inequality and social discrimination in sport, the current project will consist in three main initiatives:

- A European event - the European Women & Sports Day: it will be an annual European initiative for raising awareness about the importance of women in sports that will involve several European Organizations. The event aims first to sensitize the society for discrimination of women in sport, but it envisages also the engagement of women in sport for example through celebrating success of women and learning from success cases (e.g. by hearing testimonials from elite sport women – the champions!), with demonstrations of diverse modalities and by changing experiences and knowledge. More generally, the event aims to achieve a fairer basis on sport that will benefit the future generations of women in Europe. The first edition of this perennial event will take place in Paris, in Spring 2016, and will also serve as the launch of a web platform;

- Diverse awareness initiatives: the accomplishment of specific initiatives (beyond the European Women and Sports Day) to give increase visibility to women’s sport, such as seminars, workshops and training actions;

- A web platform: The European Women & Sports Day is an initiative integrated on a global project that the FAM is carrying out: the implementation of a European women & sports web platform. Succinctly, the platform will consist on a hub for organizations (Clubs, Federations, Associations, etc.) and women in general, that will concentrate information about projects and activities, stimulate sharing knowledge, building good practices database, broadcasting sports and promoting crowd funding.

COORDINATOR: ASSOCIATION ALICE MILLIAT
15, rue Robert & Sonia Delaunay
FR-75011 Paris (France)

ELIGIBLE BUDGET: 742.000,00 €

GRANT AMOUNT: 500.000,00 €

CO-FINANCEMENT: 67,39 %

PARTNERS: Fundacao Sporting Clube De Portugal (Portugal)
Nederlands Instituut Voor Sport En Bewegen (Netherlands)
Unione Italiana Sport Per Tutti (Italy)
International Sport And Culture Association (Denmark)

NUMBER OF MEMBER SPORT ORGANISATIONS INVOLVED IN THE PROJECT: 17
PROJECT TITLE: Egalité Mixité Intégration par le Sport

PROJECT ACRONYM: EMIS

DESCRIPTION: Through the EMIS project (Equity, Diversity and Integration through Sports) the University of Franche-Comté aims to take account of a problem still present in our society: the existence of some factors causing a lack of social inclusion and unequal opportunities between people. For this reason the University of Franche-Comté wishes to take advantage of the Erasmus+ opportunity to create a project which aims to support the social inclusion and struggle against inequalities in sports. The EMIS project will be localised in Franche-Comté, in Besançon, and will be a one-year project based on collaboration and exchanges between participants. It will focus on three main topics: equal opportunities between men and women, the inclusion of disabled people and different aged people. The defining moment of this project will be realized in April 2016.

During five days, twelve delegations made up of students, teachers and researchers from twelve different countries will take part to two sorts of activities:

- Sport activities based on social inclusion (eg: basketball for the disabled)

- Conferences and scientific seminars in which experts will share their experience in the field of social inclusion through sports.

A final guidebook containing the EMIS project and its outcomes will be published and broadcasted to a large public. Thanks to this event, the UFC wants to create a network between the participants, develop new European collaborations and promote European policies and strategies in order to ease social inclusion and equal opportunities in sports.

COORDINATOR: UNIVERSITE DE FRANCHE-COMTE
1, rue Claude Goudimel
FR-25000 Besançon (France)
www.univ-fcomte.fr

ELIGIBLE BUDGET: 400,648,85 €

GRANT AMOUNT: 319,646,85 €

CO-FINANCEMENT: 79,78 %
PARTICIPANTS’ ORGANISATIONS:

Université Saints-Cyrille-et-Méthode de Skopje, Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia
Université de Liège, Belgium
National Sports Academy « Vassil Levski », Sofia, Bulgaria
Université de Vigo, Spain
Université nationale et capodistrienne d'Athènes, Greece
Limerick Institute of Technology, Ireland
Université Charles de Praguen Czech Republic
Université Charles de Prague, Czech Republic
Université de Piteşti, Romania
Manchester Metropolitan University, UK
Université Matej Bel, Slovakia
Université de Ljubljana, Slovenia

NUMBER OF MEMBER SPORT ORGANISATIONS INVOLVED IN THE PROJECT: 252
PROJECT TITLE: Sport for everyone

PROJECT ACRONYM: SFE

DESCRIPTION: Sport for Everyone is a collaborative project based on the implementation of the European Week of Sport. The project is based on the sharing of experiences and of know-how coming from the partners of the project and from some thematic experts in order to encourage the emergence of the best practices and recommendations to foster the organization of European Weeks of Sport in the member states of the EU. This project involves meetings under the form of seminars and of contributions in intersession via an Extranet took. It will aim at:

- Value the national initiatives for the benefit of the European Week of Sport
- Analyse the key factors of success of such an event
- Promote this event.

The results of the project will widely be disseminated to be able to be used by the various actors of sport of the member states.

Sport for Everyone est un projet collaboratif basé sur la mise en œuvre de la Semaine européenne du sport. Le projet repose sur le partage d’expériences et de savoir-faire émanant des partenaires du projet et d’experts thématiques en vue de faire émerger des bonnes pratiques et des préconisations favorisant l’organisation de semaines européennes du sport dans les Etats membres de l’UE. Ce projet est basé sur des rassemblements sous forme de séminaires et de contributions en intersession via un outil Extranet. Il s’attachera à:

- Valoriser les initiatives nationales au profit de la semaine européenne du sport
- Analyser les facteurs clés de réussite d’un tel événement
- Promouvoir cet événement

Les résultats du projet seront largement diffusés pour pouvoir être utilisés par les différents acteurs du sport des Etats membres.

COORDINATOR: COMITE NATIONAL OLYMPIQUE ET SPORTIF FRANÇAIS
Avenue de Pierre Coubertin, 1
FR-75013 Paris (France)
www.franceolympique.com
http://sentezvoussport.fr/art.php?id=62562

ELIGIBLE BUDGET: 525.783,43 €

GRANT AMOUNT: 415.961,32 €

CO-FINANCEMENT: 79,11 %
PARTNERS: Macedonian Olympic Committee, Skopje (Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia)  
Comite Olimpico De Portugal, Lisbon (Portugal)  
Lietuvs Tautinis Olimpinis Komitetas, Vilnius (Lithuania)  
Comitato Olimpico Nazionale Italiano, Roma (Italia)  
Comite Olimpico Español, Madrid (Spain)  
Sport et Citoyenneté 3S, Angers (France)

NUMBER OF MEMBER SPORT ORGANISATIONS INVOLVED IN THE PROJECT: 35
Germany

REFERENCE: 567188-EPP-1-2015-2-DE-SPO-SCP

PROJECT TITLE: Dual European Careers of Athletes – Professional Basketball and Vocational Training

PROJECT ACRONYM: DECA

DESCRIPTION: The Ministry of the Interior and of Sport Bremen together with its project partners has developed a strategy for athletic training, youth employment and mobility training in theory and practice. The goal is to have an educational partnership with sport clubs from five to six EU-member countries, in which highly talented basketball players, who have the prospect of becoming professionals, will stay in the state of Bremen for three years. During this time, the athletes will be integrated into the German Premiere Basketball League, playing at the major basketball club "Eisbären Bremerhaven". At the same time, they are given a vocational education or training, which will be organized by our associated partners in Bremen. The project addresses the European policy objectives for the dual career of athletes in several ways. It gives promising athletes prospects to pursue their athletic careers, while simultaneously providing them with an education and vocational training to prepare them for employment after their athletic careers. In addition, the project is an innovative approach to solving the unemployment problem of youths in Southern European countries by serving as a best practice example for youth and sport mobility.

COORDINATOR: DER SENATOR FÜR INNERES UND SPORT, FREIE HANSESTADT BREMEN
Department Of European Affairs
Contrescarpe 22/24
DE-28203 Bremen (Germany)
www.inneres.bremen.de

ELIGIBLE BUDGET: 450,526,00 €

GRANT AMOUNT: 304,617,00 €

CO-FINANCEMENT: 67,61 %

PARTNERS:
- Fundacion Universitaria San Antonio (Spain)
- Club Basquet Granollers (France)
- Associazione Sportiva Dilettantistica Margherita Sport E Vita (Italy)
- Eyropaiko Institoyto Topikhs Anaptykhs (Greece)
- Biedriba Basketbola Skola Keizars Rīga (Latvia)
- Eisbären Bremerhaven GmbH (Germany)

NUMBER OF MEMBER SPORT ORGANISATIONS INVOLVED IN THE PROJECT: 4
Voices for truth and dignity - Combatting sexual violence in European sport through the voices of those affected

VOICE

Many European communities have been shaken by revelations of sexual abuse through trusted members of their community. Rates of sexual violence against children and adults in Europe are clearly unacceptable, and sexual violence is still a hidden deed often surrounded by silence and denial. Sport enhances the lives of individuals in many ways, however, reports of sexual violence within sport are more evident now than at any point in the past. Young people, keen to succeed in sport, can be especially susceptible to sexual harassment and abuse, as can athletes with disabilities, and those from the LGBTI community. Tackling sexual violence in sport – and through sport – requires not only the implementation of policy, but also greater understanding of the problem within sports communities. The voices of those who have experienced sexual violence have been especially important for understanding the emergence of violence and for initiating cultural change. VOICE aims at combatting sexual violence in sport through the voices of those affected. A crucial research study in eight European countries will gather the accounts of those people who have experienced sexual violence in sport. Based on this and via a collaboration of sport organisations, victim support agencies and universities, a process of reconciliation will be initiated in each country by installing Acknowledgement Forums. The outcomes of the research study and the Forums will be transferred into powerful educational resources for the European sports community, which will be disseminated to a wide range of sport organisations in Europe, enhancing its capacity to combat sexual violence and strengthen the integrity of sport. VOICE is partnered by 4 European sport federations, 1 victim support agency and will be delivered in 8 EU countries through the collaboration of 24 organisations from higher education, sport and victim-support.

COORDINATOR: DEUTSCHE SPORTHECHSHULE KOLN
Am Sportpark Muengersdorf 6
DE-50933 Koln (Germany)
www.dshs-koeln.de

ELIGIBLE BUDGET: 622.021,57 €
GRANT AMOUNT: 497.616,39 €
CO-FINANCEMENT: 80,00 %
**PARTNERS:**

- Obshtina Balchik (Croatia)
- Hill University (UK)
- Organisation Europeenne Non Gouvernementale Des Sports (France)
- European Paralympic Committee Verein (Austria)
- European University Sports Association - Podruznica Ljubljana (Slovenia)
- EGLSF (Netherlands)
- DEBRECENI EGYETEM (Hungary)
- Univerza V Ljubljani (Slovenia)
- Universitat Wien (Austria)
- Universiteit Antwerpen (Belgium)
- Fundacio Universitaria Balmes (Portugal)
- Syddansk Universitet (Denmark)
- NWG Network (UK)

**NUMBER OF MEMBER SPORT ORGANISATIONS INVOLVED IN THE PROJECT: 512**
**Greece**

**REFERENCE:** 567159-EPP-1-2015-2-EL-SPO-SCP

**PROJECT TITLE:**

FIX the FIXING: Proactive quelling of sports events manipulation

**PROJECT ACRONYM:**

FtF

**DESCRIPTION:**

Match fixing represents and ongoing threat to the integrity, reputation, and societal welfare dimension of sports. It is an illegal activity with an international dimension, and is directly linked to gambling and criminal networks exploiting unregulated gambling markets. Previous EU projects focused on awareness raising campaigns and suggested that match-fixing is a relatively unexplored research area that requires more systematic empirical study; prevention efforts should be evidence-based and multidimensional, and multiple stakeholders should be involved. Project FtF was developed in order to address each of these areas by developing a European-wide strategic partnership between academic institutions and sports organizations, in order to empower and strengthen the fight against match fixing. Project partners will work together with those at risk for match fixing in order to develop an innovative, web-based education tool (FtF Tool). This web-based tool will target those at risk for match fixing, and will be used as an educational resource for effective interventions.

The objectives of FtF project are to:

1. Measure public and stakeholder attitudes, values, norms and expectations towards match-fixing as a threat to the integrity of sport.

2. Identify trends in match-fixing discourse and public views at a massive scale by analyzing public and open social media data.

3. Co-create an evidence-based education tool with multiple stakeholders in the field of sport that will increase their awareness about corruption, fraud and match-fixing in different types and levels of sport; teach coping skills on resisting offers and temptations to engage in match-fixing; and indicate ways to properly report match-fixing incidents to the relevant authorities.

4. Develop policy recommendations to guide further education and training of stakeholders about match-fixing in sports, and accordingly inform existing and ongoing EU-level policy initiatives.

**COORDINATOR:** ARISTOTELIO PANEPISTIMIO THESSALONIKIS

University Campus Administration Bureau

EL-54124 Thessaloniki (Greece)

www.auth.gr

**ELIGIBLE BUDGET:** 452.460,20 €

**GRANT AMOUNT:** 361.968,16 €

**CO-FINANCEMENT:** 80,00 %

41
**PARTNERS:**

The Queen's University Of Belfast (UK)
University Of Limerick (Ireland)
Verein Zur Wahrung Der Integritat Im Sport (Vwis) (Germany)
Institut de Relations Internationales et Stratégiques (France)
Cyprus Sport Organisation (Cyprus)
Kodikas Ev Agonizesthe Astiki Mi Kerdoskopiki Eteria Gia Tin A (Greece)
International Council For Coaching Excellence (UK)
Sorbonne-ICSS Research Programme on Ethics and Sport Integrity (France)

**NUMBER OF MEMBER SPORT ORGANISATIONS INVOLVED IN THE PROJECT:** 30
Hungary

**REFERENCE:** 561069-EPP-1-2015-1-HU-SPO-SCP

**PROJECT TITLE:**

European School Sport Day

**PROJECT ACRONYM:**

ESSD

**DESCRIPTION:**

In order to achieve the innovative objective of the project, the partners perform a common development activity. The partner organizations identify and summarize the already existing knowledge, good practice and know-how related to the organization of sport events through workshops. Using this experience, they elaborate a 3-year action plan including the conceptual framework needed during the implementation of such events. The strategic principles are developed in conformity with innovative aspects, taking into account the priority principles. In order to achieve the objectives indicated in the 3-year action plan and to organize the ESSDs in an effective way the partners will create a toolbox, the elements necessary for the implementation of the ESSDs (professional content and operational requirements) The project defines two roles: the partner organisations perform coordination and supporting tasks as well, as several external institutions and participants are expected to adhere to the event series. These participants contribute only to the implementation of the programme. The participants use the elements of the toolbox to organize their event according to their possibilities and conditions still following the objectives of the 3-year action plan and with the support of the project partners. The partner institutions deliver a report according to a pre-defined template. The experience summarised in the reports is then discussed and included in the 3-year action plan and the toolbox; consequently, these assets ensure the organic development and the sustainability of the project. The partners finalize the text of the 3-year action plan and the content of the toolbox with consensus, bearing in mind the principles of sustainability and dissemination of knowledge. During the preparation we pronouncedly searched partners who accept the same guiding principles and think it’s necessary to move forward in this area.

**COORDINATOR:**

MAGYAR DIAKSPORT SZOVETSEG

Istvanmezei UT 1-3

HU-1146 Budapest (Hungary)

[www.diaksport.eu](http://www.diaksport.eu)

[www.mdsz.hu/essd](http://www.mdsz.hu/essd)

**ELIGIBLE BUDGET:** 298.3675,10 €

**GRANT AMOUNT:** 238.675,70 €

**CO-FINANCEMENT:** 79,86 %
PARTNERS: Fundacja V4SPORT, Warsaw (Poland)
BG Be Active, Plovdiv (Bulgaria)
International Sport and Culture Association, Copenhagen (Denmark)
European Physical Education Association, Glarus (Switzerland)
Youth Trust Lbg, Loughborough (UK)

NUMBER OF MEMBER SPORT ORGANISATIONS INVOLVED IN THE PROJECT: 10 000 000
EURO HOOP for All Project intends to exploit the special role that sport can play for young people and people with disabilities as an important contribution towards social cohesion and more integrated societies, supporting the ‘sport for all’ principle by increasing young people’s participation in sport and paying special attention to social inclusion in sports of socially disadvantaged groups.

Project aims at organizing and launching a European- wide Basketball Event, comprising a non-professional basketball competition for young people (under 17) and a BASKIN - "BASKet Integrated" competition (an innovative sport allowing disabled and non-disabled people to play together on the same team), under the umbrella of EWoS 2015, thereby raising awareness of the value of sport and physical activity in promoting health, well-being and social inclusion for younger generations.

Around 200 athletes (young people and disabled people) from 8 EU and not-EU Countries (Italy, Turkey, Spain, Croatia, Germany, Russia, Greece and France) will be involved through sports, educational and cultural activities designed for them, contributing to breaking down physical and mental barriers related to disability and enabling the creation of new friendships in a significant and important social context.

The “sport designed for all”, through the good example of Baskin, calls for a change in behaviour and in sport culture, to promote a cultural shift moving from a "differentializing" approach to disability and sport (different specific services and events that suit to them - SPECIAL DESIGNS for them) to enter into a “inclusive” approach (encouraging to achieve the social cohesion - DESIGN FOR ALL). Basketball Event will be widespread across EU in order to ensure visibility of the EWoS’s label, guaranteeing an effective impact on the target groups in order to share and disseminate information allowing them to be willing and capable of integrating project results in their day to day operations.

COORDINATOR: CONVENTION BUREAU TERRE DUCALI SCRL
Piazza del Popolo 1
IT-61121 Pesaro (Italy)
www.cbterreducali.it
www.eurohoop.eu

€ ELIGIBLE BUDGET: 311,234,00
GRANT AMOUNT: 248,987,20 €
CO-FINANCEMENT: 80,00 %
PARTICIPANTS’ ORGANISATIONS:

EA7 Olimpia Milano (Italy)
Unipol Banca Virtus Bologna (Italy)
U.S. Victoria Libertas Basketball Consultinvest Pesaro (Italy)
Fenerbahce (Turkey)
FC Barcellona (Spain)
BC Cedevita Zagreb (Croatia)
FC Bayern München U18 (Germany)
ASD Bees Pesaro – Baskin (Italy)
Sansebasket Association – Baskin (Italy)
Arion (Greece)
Orea (France)

NUMBER OF MEMBER SPORT ORGANISATIONS INVOLVED IN THE PROJECT: 193
PROJECT TITLE:
Promoting Social Inclusion of Persons with Mental Disabilities through Sport

PROJECT ACRONYM:
INSPRT+

DESCRIPTION:
The INSPORT+ project aims to contribute to improving the situation of people with a mental disability across Europe by establishing a network of collaborators and partners active in programmes and measures to promote social inclusion of persons with mental health conditions through sport.

The way that the project intends to achieve this objective is through the implementation of a structured work programme to be run over 24 months and delivering a clear set of activities that consists of the following:

• Mobilisation of local stakeholder groups to encourage participation and raise awareness of local communities of users, mental health and sport development experts, operators, stakeholders, volunteers, and the general public about the situation of people with a mental disability and the role of sport and physical activity in improving their condition
• Organisation of events at partner locations, with the participation of these local stakeholder groups, in order to exchange information, good practices, and experiences among partners, local stakeholders, and other experts in the field
• Research into the local, regional, and national frameworks and conditions of sport and physical activity for people with a mental disability
• Implementation of good practices identified in both the predecessor of INSPORT+ (the INSPORT project) and in the events held during INSPORT+
• Documentation and publication of frameworks, conditions, good practices, and experiences shared during the project by way of country reports and a Vademecum (handbook)
• Extensive communication and dissemination of project content and results across networks in the sport and mental health sectors, locally, nationally, and at European level, through online and print media

The project will thus gather and exchange knowledge and information on various aspects of the delivery of sport and physical activity for people with a mental disability, to be sustained by the network created after the project is over.

COORDINATOR: COMUNE DI PRATO
Piazza del Comune n.2
IT- 59100 Prato (Italy)
www.comune.prato.it

ELIGIBLE BUDGET: 523.600,00 €

GRANT AMOUNT: 418.880,00 €

CO-FINANCEMENT: 80,00 %
PARTNERS:

ASD Aurora (Italy)
Fundación Pública Andaluza Para La Integración Social De Perso (Spain)
Initiative zur sozialen Rehabilitation e.V. (Germany)
Podes-Associacao Para A Promocao Do Desenvolvimento Sustentave (Portugal)
Megallo Csoport Alapitvany Szenvedelybetegekert (Hungary)
Office Intercommunal des Sports du Pays de Redon (France)
Ngo My World Association (Bulgaria)
Federation Des Associations Des Capitales Et Villes Europeenne (Belgium)
Oxford City Council (UK)

NUMBER OF MEMBER SPORT ORGANISATIONS INVOLVED IN THE PROJECT: 20
PROJECT TITLE: Multisport Against Physical Sedentary

PROJECT ACRONYM: MAPS

DESCRIPTION: MAPS “Multisport Against Physical Sedentary” partnership (IT, DE, GR, HR, NL, PL, PT, TR), according with the HEPA guidelines, aims to create a European multisport methodology against obesity, sedentary lifestyle and dropout among youngsters aged between 9 and 12. This project involves and brings together a group of organizations actively engaged in sports or in research data on issues collateral to the sports’ world. Starting from a model already tested in Italy, at the national level, and the collection of other partners’ good practices, a new shared model will be designed and tested in the participating countries. It will include training modules for local trainers and coaches and multisport activities for boys and girls, guided by the previously trained sports experts. MAPS tries to find ways for promoting physical activity in all its aspects by encouraging children to practice multisport and also through passive factors like urban travel habits and urban structure: for this reason the project will include a study about the impact of the urban asset on the children’s motor habits. It has been shown that the practice of multisport is functional to influence, harmoniously and completely, the motricity development of the young. In fact, during the adolescent growth stages it is highly recommended to workout mixing various motor gestures instead of repeating constantly the same ones because only in this way it is possible to complete the motor scheme that the young has to develop and consolidate for a future healthy life. The partnership will adopt and test the MAPS method in 7 countries with the collaboration of 35 trainers and 84 local coaches specifically trained for becoming “Multisport Trainers”, involving 76 sport teams and more than 900 boys and girls. The Multisport Trainers will share and record the data of their experience simultaneously thanks to an APP, available for smartphone and tablet, created ad hoc.

COORDINATOR: CENTRO SPORTIVO ITALIANO
Via Della Conciliazione 1
IT- 00193 Roma (Italy)
www.csi-net.it

ELIGIBLE BUDGET: 553.785,00 €
GRANT AMOUNT: 443.023,00 €
CO-FINANCEMENT: 80,00 %
PARTNERS:

Technische Universitaet Berlin (Germany)
Northern Greece Physical Education Teachers Association (Greece)
Rijeka Disability Sports Association (Croatia)
Comite Olimpico Español (Spain)
Slovensky Olympijsky Vybor (Slovakia)
Harten voor Sport (Netherlands)
Wyszsa Szkoła Biznesu i Nauk o Zdrowiu (Poland)
The Innovation and Development Institute Principe Real (Portugal)
Dogansehir Genelik Hizmetleri Ve Spor Ilce Mudurlugu (Turkey)

NUMBER OF MEMBER SPORT ORGANISATIONS INVOLVED IN THE PROJECT: 1100
**Project Title:**
NOMADs - European Youth for Inclusive Sport

**Project Acronym:**
NOMADs

**Description:**
NOMADs is a collaborative partnership that will develop in 3 years a program targeting young European volunteers and athletes, to involve them in projects supporting sport for all events. The partnership is composed by 11 sport for all and voluntary service organizations from 6 EU Countries, and will create, pilot and launch an European platform to allow local events, championships and tournaments to involve youngsters from different social backgrounds and coming from another EU Country.

The platform will be based on a European map of sport for all events and organizations, and will be supported by capacity building and training materials addressing local clubs and organizations from the sport for all movement. As “voluntary service” and “sport for all” organizations the promoters share goals and values, following the recommendations and the policies promoted by EU, but have to deal with a lack of coordination and mutual support when developing programmes for young citizens. At national and EU level there are no stable collaborative platforms to bridge the objectives and to empower the respective actions, and the promoters will try to fill this gap.

Volunteers are the lifeblood of local sport clubs: promoting volunteering, with the participation of young Europeans, will raise awareness on racism, common understanding and social inclusion. It also supports local organizations to attract new young volunteers, as the intercultural dimension triggers interest and enthusiasms. For young Europeans the NOMADs programme will represent a concrete and unique opportunity to live the European citizenship, while discovering the benefits of sports and gaining competences and citizenship experiences.

The project will involve directly 600 young volunteers in mobility, 4500 young athletes, 28 coaches, 70 practitioners, 64 local communities and sport for all organizations, 18 voluntary service organizations. NOMADs is intended to be a permanent program for the future.

**Coordinator:**
ASSOCIAZIONE LUNARIA
Via Buonarroti 39
IT- 00185 Roma (Italy)
www.lunaria.org

**Eligible Budget:** 355.798,78 €

**Grant Amount:** 443.023,00 €

**Co-financement:** 80,00 %
**PARTNERS:**

- Unione Italiana Sport Per tutti (Italy)
- NPDD of social solidarity and sport "IRODOROS" Municipality of (Greece)
- Asociación de Red INCA Catalunya (Spain)
- Union Française des Oeuvres Laïques d'Education Physique (France)
- Scottish Sports Futures (UK)
- Citizens In Action (Greece)
- Mtü Noortevalhetuse Arengu Ühing Estyes (Estonia)
- Concordia (France)
- Cocat (Spain)
- Xchange Scotland (UK)

**NUMBER OF MEMBER SPORT ORGANISATIONS INVOLVED IN THE PROJECT:** 5 200
REFERENCE: 567180-EPP-1-2015-2-IT-SPO-SCP

PROJECT TITLE:

AFTERMATCH - Life Beyond Sport

PROJECT ACRONYM:

LBS

DESCRIPTION:
The AFTERMATCH project is a cooperation initiative implementing a preemptive approach for the promotion of “second careers” among athletes (young and ex) based on the valorisation of “sport-related transversal skills” which can facilitate the integration of ex-athletes in the labour market. The AFTERMATCH Model is targeted to teachers (sport schools/academies), sport trainers, sport association/federation managers and employers, with the aim of updating and empowering their knowledge and competences in the field of “dual career” promotion. The AFTERMATCH Model, jointly created by a partnership composed by educational/vocational training centers & sport federations/associations located in 5 different EU countries, implements a modular & customized approach: modular because it can be applied separately on 3 different targets (1. Sport managers & trainers; 2. Teachers of sport schools/academies; 3. Private employers), customized because it is based on a preliminary analysis of local needs (WP3) and on local experimentations (WP5) carried out in 5 different EU countries. The partnership of the AFTERMATCH project is concentrated in EU countries where “effective post sport career actions” are not properly organized and implemented (e.g., Bulgaria, Greece, Italy and Poland). During the project lifetime, more than 600 among athletes, trainers and employers are involved in the situation analysis (WP3), 300 athletes in the experimentation (WP5.2) and more than 25 among federations and association in the raising awareness actions (WP6.1). Moreover the AFTERMATCH project foresees a strong sustainability action (WP6.2) aiming to achieve the signature of at least 5 protocols for the adoption of the Model in partner’s countries, in agreement with sport Federations/Associations. The quality and impacts of the project’s results will be ensured by the creation of a team of 3 external evaluators (WP2), while a customized dissemination are ensured by Local Information Campaigns (WP7).

COORDINATOR: FORCOOP CORA VENEZIA SC
Via Santa Teresina 7
IT-30020 Noventa di Piave (Italy)
www.forcoop.eu

ELIGIBLE BUDGET: 499.689,60 €

GRANT AMOUNT: 399.751,68 €

CO-FINANCEMENT: 80,00 %
PARTNERS: Federazione Italiana Canoa Kayak (Italia)
Ekonomski Institut Maribor, Ekonomiske Raziskave In Podjetnistv (Slovenia)
Towarzystwo Sportowe Iron Man (Poland)
Interactive Media Knowledge Transfer (Greece)
Sportna zveza Maribor (Slovenia)
Balgarska Masters Federatzia (Bulgaria)

NUMBER OF MEMBER SPORT ORGANISATIONS INVOLVED IN THE PROJECT: 150
The AFTERMATCH project is a cooperation initiative implementing a pre-emptive approach for the promotion of “second careers” among athletes (young and ex) based on the valorisation of “sport-related transversal skills” which can facilitate the integration of ex-athletes in the labour market. The AFTERMATCH Model is targeted to teachers (sport schools/academies), sport trainers, sport association/federation managers and employers, with the aim of updating and empowering their knowledge and competences in the field of “dual career” promotion. The AFTERMATCH Model, jointly created by a partnership composed by educational/vocational training centers & sport federations/associations located in 5 different EU countries, implements a modular & customized approach: modular because it can be applied separately on 3 different targets (1. Sport managers & trainers; 2. Teachers of sport schools/academies; 3. Private employers), customized because it is based on a preliminary analysis of local needs (WP3) and on local experimentations (WP5) carried out in 5 different EU countries. The partnership of the AFTERMATCH project is concentrated in EU countries where “effective post sport career actions” are not properly organized and implemented (e.g., Bulgaria, Greece, Italy and Poland). During the project lifetime, more than 600 among athletes, trainers and employers are involved in the situation analysis (WP3), 300 athletes in the experimentation (WP5.2) and more than 25 among federations and association in the raising awareness actions (WP6.1). Moreover the AFTERMATCH project foresees a strong sustainability action (WP6.2) aiming to achieve the signature of at least 5 protocols for the adoption of the Model in partner’s countries, in agreement with sport Federations/Associations. The quality and impacts of the project's results will be ensured by the creation of a team of 3 external evaluators (WP2), while a customized dissemination are ensured by Local Information Campaigns (WP7).
PARTNERS:
Fédération Française de Karaté et Disciplines Associées (France)
Deutscher Karateverband (Germany)
Federação Nacional De Karate – Portugal (Portugal)
Polski Zwiazek Karate (Poland)
Real Federacion Espanola de Karate y disciplinas asociadas (Spain)

NUMBER OF MEMBER SPORT ORGANISATIONS INVOLVED IN THE PROJECT: 250
REFERENCE: 567279-EPP-1-2015-2-IT-SPO-SCP

PROJECT TITLE:
3SP: Special Sports for Special People

PROJECT ACRONYM:
3SP

DESCRIPTION:
3SP: SPECIAL SPORTS FOR SPECIAL PEOPLE aims to:

• Promote, between the YOUNG PEOPLE aged 14-18 involved in VET, voluntary activities in sport.

• Develop EDUCATIONAL KITS (OeR) and common methodologies on:

  1) Education to Sport and Physical activities for the improvement of Health and prevention of diseases connected to sedentary lifestyle, obesity, stress or to the use of doping, awareness raising about food supplements (Body & Sport);
  2) Education to Fair and Inclusive/integrated Sport and Physical activities for the improvement of Healthy lifestyles for people with fewer opportunities and as an instrument towards social inclusion for disadvantaged persons (Soul & Sport);
  3) Education to the importance of Sport and Physical Activity for the development of learning abilities and transversal competences (Brain, Heart & Sport).

  330 teens are expected to be involved in the testing of the kits.
Staff training is also a key activity and will be focused on methodologies, principles, supporting tools related to the peer learning approach and active involvement of young people in the creation of Open Educational kits. 68 people will benefit from training organised at international, national and local levels.

3SP involves 10 Partners from 6 different Countries: Italy, UK, Spain, Croatia, Germany and Belgium. Animation and mainstreaming events (around 30 in total) in all partners’ countries and 2 international events in Belgium and Italy targeting in total around 1000 beneficiaries, are aimed to promote, disseminate and mainstream the project products and results as well as a website, a Facebook page and a Linkedin profile. Through the associative base of partner organisation, the project will be able to reach around 13,500 Sporting Associations through their Institutional communication channels, giving access to the project outputs and results for further exploitation and promotion of multiplier effect (at medium long term) to a wide public they offer Sport activities.

COORDINATOR:
SCUOLA CENTRALE FORMAZIONE ASSOCIZAZIONE SCF
Corso del Popolo 146/c
30172 Venezia Mestre (IT)
www.scformazione.org

ELIGIBLE BUDGET: 613,364,64 €

GRANT AMOUNT: 489,771,33 €

CO-FINANCEMENT: 79,85 %
PARTNERS:

Centro Sportivo Italiano (Italy)
Christliches Jugenddorfwerk Frechen im Verbund NRW Süd (Germany)
Coleg Cambria (UK)
Comite Europeen De Coordination (Belgium)
Fondazione Casa di Carità Arti e Mestieri Onlus (Italy)
Enac Ente Nazionale Canossiano Associazione (Italy)
Grad Pula– POLA (Croatia)
Departament D'ensenyament- Generalitat De Catalunya (Spain)
AlteoSport asbl (Belgium)

NUMBER OF MEMBER SPORT ORGANISATIONS INVOLVED IN THE PROJECT: 13 500
Latvia

PROJECT TITLE:
Promotion and encouragement of recreational team sport

PROJECT ACRONYM:
Agon

DESCRIPTION:
According to the results of the Eurobarometer survey in 2013 on “sport and physical activity”, 59% of European Union active inhabitants never or seldom do sporting activities. The worst situation is in the Eastern, Western and Southern countries. Recognising that adolescence is the teenagers’ period of searching purpose of life, aims related to appearance, well-being, togetherness, inclusion, etc., they are the right target group to promote team sports to develop healthy lifestyle habits. By addressing young people we envisage a project that can thus bring the maximum long-term benefits. Understanding the importance of health-enhancing physical activity, volunteering while planning, organising sporting activities, participating in trainings and playing team games teenagers will develop sustainable skills for life since winning the game depends on the offensive and defensive tactics of team work, and their own endurance, stamina, risk taking, balance and reflection, achieving intellectual, physical and emotional well-being for themselves and others. Thus the aim of the project that we envisage is to promote active lifestyle in adolescents ages 13 – 15 that are at risk for obesity and adolescents with fewer opportunities (NEET) using recreational team sport and their guiding principles both on and off the pitch as the main tool.

The identified objectives to pursue this are:

1. Promoting and supporting good governance in sport to strengthen grassroots sport

2. Promote voluntary activity in sport

3. Encourage participation in sport and physical activity

4. Create a joint system or guidance for teachers, trainers, sport clubs etc. on how to involve in sport and work with project target groups using recreational team sport as a main tool

5. Make the sport more accessible to all youngsters. To accomplish that, two conferences, two tournaments, and crowd funding platform and software for computer-generated sport articles, will be the result of this project.

COORDINATOR:
LATVIJAS SPORTA FEDERACIJA PADOUME
Grostonas iela 6B
LV-1013 Riga (Latvia)
www.lsfp.lv/launumi/zinas/78

ELIGIBLE BUDGET: 432,083,20 €

GRANT AMOUNT: 345,666,56 €
CO-FINANCEMENT: 80 %

PARTNERS: Czech Handball Federation, Prague (Czech Republic)
International Floorball Federation (IFF), Helsinki (Finland)
Latvijas Handbola Federacijā, Rīga (Latvia)
Lietuvos Sporto Federacijų Sąjunga, Vilnius (Lithuania)
Polish Floorball Federation, Gdynia (Poland)
Polish Olympic Committee, Warszawa (Poland)
Eesti Saalihoki Liit, Tallinn (Estonia)
Spordikoolituse ja -Teabe Sihtasutus, Tallinn (Estonia)
Estonian Handball Association, Tallinn (Estonia)
Latvian Floorball Union, Riga (Latvia)
Lietuvos rankinio federacija, Vilnius (Lithuania)
SportAccord, Lausanne (Switzerland)
Latvian School Sport Federation, Jelgava (Latvia)
Lietuvos grindu riedulio federacija, Vilnius (Lithuania)
Polish Handball Federation, Warszawa (Poland)

NUMBER OF MEMBER SPORT ORGANISATIONS INVOLVED IN THE PROJECT: 45
True Basketball. Real Games

TBRG

Betting on the game and the result of the game is the same old as the game itself. Nowadays the biggest problem is the ability to struggle with side – effects of modern technologies – in a second communicate with an unlimited number of persons and unlimited geographic distance. Using Facebook, Whatsapp, Skype – it takes a second, when person is able to inform about his negative intentions almost all the world.

The removal of borders in the world and in the virtual world can become almost uncontrollable while fight to match fixing is the responsibility of each individual country.

Match – fixing creates local problems caused by the international situation. Small local betting companies are able to respond quickly to unusual or suspicious rates for local sports events. However there is still the fact – for the local sports events are accepted rates in international betting companies, which significantly extends the unfair persons desire to manipulate game results.

Our project is designed to show how with effective communication, education and suitable software it is possible to reduce match-fixing in one of the most popular sports in the world and in our partner countries as well – basketball.

Five neighbor countries, which are close geographically and also in sport, decided to jointly respond to the rapid changes and exterminate match-fixing problem. The project partners from each country are the main basketball organizations – basketball unions or federations.

Project methodology is based on identical software, which is available in all countries. That allows the systematic monitoring of all major basketball games and suspicious international games. Total costs are planned to create a common database on suspicious games, players, referee, teams. At the same time will be extensive informative campaign - regular promotional games with unique forms, seminars and trainings.

BIEDRIBA" LATVIJAS BASKETBOLA SAVIENIBA" (LATVIAN BASKETBALL AS)
Skanstes street 54
LV-1013 (Latvia)
www.basket.lv

471.119,50 €

376.895,60 €

80,00 %
PARTNERS:

Suomen Koripalloliitto ry (Finland)
Swedish Basketball Federation (Sweden)
Lietuvos Krepsinio Federacija (Lithuania)
Eesti Korvpalliliit (Estonia)

NUMBER OF MEMBER SPORT ORGANISATIONS INVOLVED IN THE PROJECT: 13
PROJECT TITLE:
Development and implementation practices of strategies for health-enhancing physical activities in local communities across Europe

PROJECT ACRONYM:
DEVHEPA

DESCRIPTION:
DEVHEPA is based on the idea to promote health-enhancing physical activities strategies, exchange best practices, between local level stakeholders across the different sectors, raise the knowledge about the importance of the cross-sectoral approach and emphasize the need for HEPA promotion local action plans. Long term objective of the project is to facilitate European citizen’s involvement into physical activities in order to raise their quality of life, health and wellness thus increasing the chances for a personal, social, economic and cultural growth. The project partnership implies dialogue and exchange of innovative ideas, experiences and good practices. The project unites 6 different organizations coming from 6 program countries with different experiences and competences. To achieve the project goals each participant has a specific function within the project: management, intellectual output development, awareness rising, training and learning module preparation, information, promotion, creation of local level programmatic and executive policies, implementation of simultaneous actions at European level, oriented to different target groups and sport for all perspective. Project partner organizations will facilitate the involvement of their local target groups and other entities which are crucial stakeholders implementing local HEPA promotion action plans. The project duration will be 36 months.

COORDINATOR:
KEKAVAS NOVADA PASVALDIBAS SPORTA AGENTURA
Bultas”, Ķekava, Ķekavas pagasts, Ķekavas novads,
LV-2123 Kekavana (Latvia)
http://sports.kekava.lv

ELIGIBLE BUDGET: 271.662,00 €
GRANT AMOUNT: 217.319,20 €
CO-FINANCEMENT: 80,00 %

PARTNERS:
Izmir Valiliği (Turkey)
Rukometni klub Moslavina (Croatia)
Società Consortile Rocca di Cerere (Italy)
Fundacja Instytut Rozwoju Regionalnego (Poland)
Raseiniai district municipality administration (Lithuania)

NUMBER OF MEMBER SPORT ORGANISATIONS INVOLVED IN THE PROJECT: 900
Lithuania

**REFERENCE:** 567412-EPP-1-2015-2-LT-SPO-SNCESE

**PROJECT TITLE:** Volleyball, sun & music fest "Neringa FM Beachball CUP'16"

**PROJECT ACRONYM:** NFMBC16

**DESCRIPTION:** The aim of the project is to promote voluntary activities in sport, together with social inclusion, equal opportunities and awareness of the importance of health-enhancing physical activity through increased participation in, and equal access to, sport for, inter alia, on the implementation of the EU Physical Activity Guidelines. In order to achieve this, we gather a team of sport volunteers from our partner network from 14 different countries, teach them how to organize attractive 'sports for all' event, develop effective dissemination plan and together organize a 'sport for all' event - International beach volleyball, sun & music fest "Neringa FM Beachball CUP'16", that is going to take place in Nida beach, Neringa, Lithuania during 25-26 of June, 2016.

In order to organize sport events more and more interesting for Europeans each time, project team will create the improvement model for future sport events and use it in different countries as a sport event organizer guide.

All project activities are closely related to the objectives and will result increased participation in sport, physical activity and voluntary activity.

**COORDINATOR:** NERINGA FM
Pamario g.3
LT-93124 Neringa (Lithuania)
www.neringafm.lt

**Eligible Budget:** 245.147,60 €

**Grant Amount:** 196.000,00 €

**Co-financement:** 79,95 %
PARTICIPANTS’ ORGANISATIONS:
Polytechnic Institute of Viseu - School of Technology and Management of Lamego, (Portugal)
Asociación Juvenil INTERCAMBIA (Spain
Université de Ljubljana, Slovenia
Surf the Earth Project, Romania
Tekove Intercultural Group, Italy
Center for Education and Development, Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia
Varna Free University, Bulgaria
Zift Organization, Turkey
IFALL – Integration För Alla, Sweden
Youthorama, Greece
Intermezzo, Norway
Danish Intercultural Organisation, Denmark
Verein für innovative Jugendarbeit, Austria
Society "UZ JAUNO KRĀSTU", Latvia

NUMBER OF MEMBER SPORT ORGANISATIONS INVOLVED IN THE PROJECT: 200
Netherlands

**REFERENCE:** 567319-EPP-1-2015-2-NL-SPO-SCP

**PROJECT TITLE:** Improving Para-Athlete Coaching and Training Careers in Sport

**PROJECT ACRONYM:** IMPACTS

**DESCRIPTION:** The IMPACTS project aims to extend the careers of disabled athletes by improving their opportunities in accessing coaching and training careers with disabled and/or able-bodied athletes. Up to now the sporting career of a disabled sports person is limited to active participation in sports, as no career opportunities and learning pathways are present for disabled athletes: this is an obstacle in their career and personal development and hinders their full (societal and personal) inclusion. The IMPACTS project aims to:

* Provide stepping stones, to mainstream disabled athletes into coaching and training positions
* Improve the image of disabled athletes and coaches
* Empower disabled athletes to become role models for people with disabilities and promote their inclusion through participation in sport

IMPACTS will:

* Research existing education and training pathways for disabled athletes in 5 partner countries
* Conduct a gap analysis in sport organisations to identify the gap between provision and the wants of disabled athletes
* Conduct a needs analysis with disabled athletes related to a future possible career in training and coaching
* Set up a stakeholder network in each partner country to bring together education & training organisations, sport clubs and sport associations and disabled athletes
* Develop a competence library, related to EQVET, of competencies required by disabled athletes to become qualified coaches and trainers
* Test the competence library with disabled/able bodied athletes

**COORDINATOR:** STICHTING EURICON

stampstraat 57
NL-6226AG Simpelveld (Netherlands)

[www.euricon.eu](http://www.euricon.eu)

**ELIGIBLE BUDGET:** 242.140,00 €

**GRANT AMOUNT:** 193.712,00 €

**CO-FINANCEMENT:** 80,00 %
PARTNERS:  Merseyside Expanding Horizons (UK)
           Stowarzyszenie Pomocy Osobom Niepełnosprawnym SPON (Poland)
           Hacettepe Universitesi (Turkey)
           Centro Per Lo Sviluppo Creativo Danilo Dolci (Italy)
           Stichting Promotie Gehandicaptensport Nederland (Nederlands)

NUMBER OF MEMBER SPORT ORGANISATIONS INVOLVED IN THE PROJECT: 1000
**REFERENCE:** 567325-EPP-1-2015-2-NL-SPO-SCP

**PROJECT TITLE:**
European OldStars - Legends: Walking sport for all

**PROJECT ACRONYM:**
EUOLDLE

**DESCRIPTION:**
The European OldStars - Legends project promotes the aims of the HEPA Guidelines and the true European values of sport and will increase the awareness as regards to the role of sport in promoting health-enhancing physical activities, social inclusion and equal opportunities. Furthermore it will insure an increased participation in sport, physical activity and voluntary activity of a hard to reach target group. Through the cooperation between 14 organisations from seven different countries and the organisation of Walking Football and Walking Sport training sessions, National European OldStars - Legends Sport Events and Seminars in seven European countries and one International European OldStars - Legends Championship Tournament, the European OldStars - Legends project promotes the Walking Football and Walking Sport methodology and gets more than one thousand people of 50 years and older physically active again. This new Walking Football and Walking Sport methodology reaches people of 50 years and older that until recently where out of reach for grassroots sport clubs and sport based community organisations. While this method is very successful in England and the Netherlands, the Walking Football and Walking Sport methodology are unknown in other parts of Europe. Therefore, the project will not only get the direct participants active again but we will also produce a Walking Football and Walking Sport practitioners guide that sport clubs, community organisations and sport governing bodies from all parts of Europe can use to implement this methodology in their own region and inspire thousands of others.

**COORDINATOR:**
STICHTING EUROPEAN FOOTBALL FOR DEVELOPMENT NETWORK
Stampstraat 57
NL-6226AG Simpelveld (Netherlands)
[www.euricon.eu](http://www.euricon.eu)

**ELIGIBLE BUDGET:** 671.350,00 €

**GRANT AMOUNT:** 498.550,00 €

**CO-FINANCEMENT:** 74,26 %
PARTNERS: Stichting Feyenoord Foundation (Netherlands)
Fulham Football Club Foundation (UK)
Tottenham Hotspur Foundation (UK)
Stichting N.E.C. Doelbewust (Netherlands)
Vaalerenga Fotball (Norway)
Anorthosis Famagusta AC (Cyprus)
Fundação Benfica (Portugal)
vzw Voetbal in de stad (Belgium)
Stichting PSV Voetbal (Netherlands)
stichting Vitesse Betrokken (Netherlands)
Sport-Verein Werder von 1899 e.V. (Germany)
VfL Wolfsburg e.V. (Germany)
Club Brugge KV vzw (Belgium)

NUMBER OF MEMBER SPORT ORGANISATIONS INVOLVED IN THE PROJECT: 35
**REFERENCE:** 567108-EPP-1-2015-2-NI-SPO-SCP

**PROJECT TITLE:**
2016 PROtect Integrity

**PROJECT ACRONYM:**
2016 PI

**DESCRIPTION:**
The project will combat the cross border match-fixing threat to European sport. It will do this by directly raising awareness of match fixing issues by educating athletes via face to face visits at their place of work. This education for athletes will be delivered by people the athletes know and trust – their player associations according to the accredited training courses for them delivered by INTERPOL. The project is co-financed by the private betting operators’ trade associations.

Education for participants is now accepted as an essential part of any programme to combat match fixing. It is included in the EU Work Plan for Sport 2014-17. The 2012 Presidency conclusions on establishing a strategy to combat the manipulation of sport results recognise the need to educate athletes. The new Council of Europe convention on the Manipulation of Sports Competitions (which the EC will sign up to) says in Article 6 “Each Party shall encourage awareness raising, education, training and research to strengthen the fight against manipulation of sports competitions.”

Match fixing mainly occurs in elite sport but will have a negative effect on the whole of sport including grass roots. Match fixing directly harms grass roots sport through the loss of sports credibility as a force for good as well the loss of role models, negative media publicity and long term reductions in income for sport. For example, evidence from the match fixing scandals in Chinese professional football clearly demonstrate that they had a large negative impact upon grass roots football nationally as parents and children thought the sport was corrupt and had lost the values that make sport a worthwhile pastime. By preventing match fixing scandals in elite sports, our education project will help to protect grass roots sport maintaining the inspiration effect of elite sport on the grass roots participation.

**COORDINATOR:** EUROPEN ELITE ATHLETES ASSOCIATION
Wattbaan 31-49
NL-3439 ML Nieuwegein (Netherlands)
www.euathletes.org

**ELIGIBLE BUDGET:** 612.305,00 €

**GRANT AMOUNT:** 488.305,00 €

**CO-FINANCEMENT:** 79,75 %
PARTNERS:

NISO (Norway)
Gaelic Players Association Ltd (Ireland)
Asociación de Jugadoras de Fútbol Sala (Spain)
Asociación de Jugadores de Balonmano (Spain)
Asociación de Ciclistas Profesionales (Spain)
IRUPA Events Limited (Ireland)
Sveriges ishockeyspelares centralorganisation (Sweden)
Giocatori Italiani Basket Italiani (Italy)
The Rugby Players Association (UK)
Sindikat sportnikov Slovenije (Slovenia)
Håndbold Spiller Foreningen (Denmark)
Leikmannasamtök Íslands (Iceland)
Waterpolo Players Organization (Italy)
Association des Joueurs Professionnels de Handball (France)
UNFP (France)
Syndicat National Des Basketteurs (France)
Union Nationale des Cyclistes Professionnels (France)
PROVALE (France)
Hellenic Professional Volleyball Players Association (Panellin) (Greece)
European Sports Security Association (Belgium)
European Gaming and Betting Association (Belgium)
The Remote Gambling Association (UK)
PCA Management Ltd (UK)
AIPAV - Associazione Italiana Pallavolisti (Italy)

NUMBER OF MEMBER SPORT ORGANISATIONS INVOLVED IN THE PROJECT: 14 700
PROJECT TITLE: Unmasking The Big Secret

PROJECT ACRONYM: UtBS

DESCRIPTION: Worldwide, roughly 265 million people play football. It is a game that crosses borders and produces world-renowned superstars. As such, football qualifies as a perfect platform to start a social movement. Unmasking the BIG secret is a collaborative partnership of seven European organisations (complemented by multiple European strategic stakeholders in the field of football and public broadcasting), which aim to generate an environment in professional football in which it is safe to express Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and/or Transgender (hereafter: LGBT) preferences. This project wants to apply the power of football to pursue the goal of generating a climate that is safe, secure, and inclusive for LGBTs.

Unmasking the BIG secret proposes an innovative approach to this issue, leveraging on the stature and reach of professional football players. A team of high-profile football players will be formed that speak out in favour of LGBT acceptance in football, dubbed ‘Heroes of Football.’ The project will enrol an (online) educational game that will unmask the reasons underlying current LGBT issues in football. The game will be released on a high-profile launch day at a major football stadium in Europe. On this day, the Heroes of Football team will play a friendly match and the educational game will be publicly demonstrated, and subsequently made available through all available channels. As a follow-up, a toolkit will be developed that allows for the re-creation of the launch day at other football clubs, both at the professional and at the amateur level, to foster the uptake of the educational game and leave a lasting impression on local footballing communities. Finally, a documentary will be filmed and broadcast throughout Europe via television and showed online. The documentary will depict the international world of football and its current talking about fears for LGBTs to a broad, international audience engaging its viewers on a personal level.

COORDINATOR: STICHTING JOHN BLANKENSTEIN FOUNDATION
Dreeslaan 126
NL-2672EB Naaldwijk (Netherlands)
www.johnblankensteinfoundation.nl

ELIGIBLE BUDGET: 625.000,00 €

GRANT AMOUNT: 500.000,00 €

CO-FINANCEMENT: 80,00 %
PARTNERS:
Unione Italiana Sport Per Tutti (Italy)
Pride Sports (UK)
Paris Foot Gay (France)
Football+ Foundation (Belgium)
Universitaet Vechta (Germany)
Eglsf (Netherlands)

NUMBER OF MEMBER SPORT ORGANISATIONS INVOLVED IN THE PROJECT: 140
Poland

REFERENCE: 567202-EPP-1-2015-2-NL-SPO-SCP

PROJECT TITLE: Move up to be healthy and happy

PROJECT ACRONYM: MUTH&H

DESCRIPTION: The project “Move up to be healthy and happy” is the answer to diagnosed problems connected with children’s health, nutrition, physical and personal development, integration and assimilation. Our project includes an innovative programme which appears in a comprehensive approach to children and their lives. The main objective of our project is the implementation of pro-health attitudes among children through promotion of grassroots sport on the schools background. The specific objectives are: prevention of civilization diseases of children by raising their awareness about health, promotion of the equality in sport, promotion of social inclusion, improvement of the qualifications of teachers in running P.E. classes with children, strengthens cooperation between institutions operating in the field of sport and exchange of experience between Partners. The target groups of the project are children of first step of education, their teachers and parents who will get knowledge on how to ensure healthier life for children. The project will be carried out in 6 European cities such as Gdynia (Poland), Forte dei Marmi (Italy), Lousada (Portugal), Aghiresu (Romania), London (United Kingdom) and Prague (Czech Republic) from January 2016 till December 2017. All Partners will act according to a uniform programme which includes many various activities: P.E. classes, awareness campaign and sport events for children, workshops for parents and teachers, the handbook with sport and healthy tips, the social platform. All activities are intended to encourage participants to take up sport, raise their awareness in the field of sport and healthy lifestyle but also to provide tools and materials useful in their daily work and lives. The project’s outcomes will be disseminated by websites of the project and all organisations, the EU Dissemination Platform, articles in press, social media, Partners meetings, branding and logo of the project, existing contacts and networks of Partners.

COORDINATOR: GDYNIA SPORTS CENTRE (GDYNSKIE CENTRUM SPORTU)
Olimpijska 5/9
PL-81-538 (Poland)
www.gdyniasport.pl

ELIGIBLE BUDGET: 338.010,00 €
GRANT AMOUNT: 270.408,00€
CO-FINANCEMENT: 80,00 %
**PARTNERS:**
Beachklub Ládví o.s (Czech Republic)
Municipio De Lousada (Portugal)
Comune di Forte dei Marmi (Italy)
Teachsport 2010 Cic (UK)
Asociatia Grupul de Actiune Locala Napoca Porolissum (Romania)
National Center of Sports Medicine (Poland)

**NUMBER OF MEMBER SPORT ORGANISATIONS INVOLVED IN THE PROJECT:** 30
Portugal

REFERENCE: 560956-EPP-1-2015-1-PT-SPO-SNCESE

PROJECT TITLE: Intergenerational Olympics 2015! For a more inclusive sport, without Borders, Age or Gender!

PROJECT ACRONYM: IO 2015

DESCRIPTION: The Town Council of Vila Nova de Cerveira and the School of Sport and Leisure - Polytechnic Institute of Viana do Castelo, in partnership with the municipalities in the Minho-Lima region, and the twin towns (French and Spanish) plan to submit this application with the following overall objectives: increase awareness of the practice of sport without predefined borders, without age and without genre, expand the participation in sport and physical activity of the most vulnerable groups and contribute to the acquisition of skills with European dimension of young people in view of the creation of employment opportunities in the sport area.

The event will bring together 10 transnational teams, covering 30 elements in each team (inclusion of participants aged 60 or more, on the one hand, and young NEET aged 18 to 30).

Therefore, with the implementation of this event, we expect, on the one hand, to contribute to minimize losses of the ageing process, promote inclusion and improve the quality of life of senior people in their daily context and in the area covered by this application. On the other hand, we expect to promote the acquisition of knowledge and skills of the younger people, through informal and non-formal education provided by the older ones, arousing a new look at the issues of ageing, stimulating and recovering traditional games, promoting lifelong learning.

This event should also result in the creation of sport and physical activity programs adjusted to the elderly to be applied by young people with skills in the sport area who participate in the Olympics.

This intergenerational initiative involves pedagogical aspects inherent to the process of education and socialization of the youth and the elderly, with reference to competition of the universal sports modalities and traditional games to be played in the Intergenerational Olympics 2015 between 7th and 10th September, 2015.

COORDINATOR: MUNICIPIO DE VILA NOVA DE CERVEIRA
Praca Do Municipio 1
PT-4920 284 Vila Nova De Cerveira (Portugal)
www.cm-vncerveira.pt
http://www.olympics4all.eu/

ELIGIBLE BUDGET: 131.501,91 €

GRANT AMOUNT: 105.201,53 €

CO-FINANCEMENT: 80,00 %
Participants’ organisations:

Municipalities, Portugal:
Vila Nova de Cerveira, Arcos de Valdevez, Caminha, Monção, Melgaço, Paredes de Coura, Ponte da Barca, Ponte de Lima, Valença, Viana do Castelo

Municipalities, France:
Dammarie-les-Lys, Pontault-Combault, Tarascon-sur-Ariège, Lavelanet, Cenon, Les Clayes - sous – Bois, Hendaye

Municipalities, Spain:
Xinzio de Limia, Tui, Tominho

Number of Member sport organisations involved in the project: 320
The project Geo is a pioneering project at an European level because it does not focus on a concrete sport, or an age or social group in particular. Adopts the territory and his communities as the centre of its action. Geo does not focus on traditional sports, it takes a differentiated approach that puts the individual at the centre of group decision-making process through the use of the new sports of nature unknown to the general public, using adapted sports solutions focused on the autonomy of the individual and through events and dynamics of sports directly linked to community life. This network will create in each country local maps / regional of inclusive solutions that will be built on the social and sports answers that already exist but are not networked. These maps have an online version and an institutional (through Geo Arena spaces), but more than that, they will be constantly updated and will allow any citizen to find a sports solution that suits them and best fits their profile.

We will create the Geo Sports In Maps, a social services network of sports that are based on the integrating principle of the "No one loses." The Geo Sports In Maps will consist, nationally, by Geo Arena Spaces, of community sports clubs that will work (networked) as resource centre that will give access to the communities sports, provide specialized human resources and materials and its own spaces sports. Each Geo Arena Space will have a management team composed of members of the community, sports technicians and technical partners that will have the responsibility to build, design and bring to a community the sports ground plan. The Geo Arena will be linked to the Network at national / European level. We will involve: 1,300 people; 5 countries; 9 regions; 50 coaches.

COORDINATOR: PASEC-PLATAFORMA DE ANIMADORES SOCIOEDUCATIVOS E CULTURAIS ASS
Rua Barão De Joane 129 Bloco E 2-B
PT- 4760 019 Vila Nova De Famalicão (Portugal)
www.pasec.pt

ELIGIBLE BUDGET: 302.708,00 €

GRANT AMOUNT: 242.166,00 €

CO-FINANCEMENT: 80,00 %

PARTNERS:
Kayseri Olimpic Youth And Sport Club (Turkey)
Cooperativa sociale Totem o.n.l.u.s. (Italy)
Viesoji istaiga "REVENTUS" (Lithuania)

NUMBER OF MEMBER SPORT ORGANISATIONS INVOLVED IN THE PROJECT: 70
PROJECT TITLE: Riding Together – Solidarity on Horseback

PROJECT ACRONYM: RITSH

DESCRIPTION: To promote sport and leisure activities for all is key to enhance human well-being and also a powerful tool to promote social inclusion. Equestrian activities, today accessible to an exclusive minority, are certainly a good example of activities worth spreading, since they have an important health-enhancing effect.

This project will create, implement and disseminate an European model for a social enterprise dedicated to horse-mediated inclusion – a model for riding centers integrating a sustainable program of social inclusion through activities with horses.

The model will be tested through the implementation of various pilot programs in places with distinct economic and social contexts, in Portugal, Italy and the UK. An associated training module that defines the knowledge, skills and competences that are essential in a team involved in the creation of such inclusion programs will also be developed and tested. Finally, a research project will study the effects of horse-mediated activities on health and social inclusion, taking the pilot programs as case studies.

A social documentary on the inclusion programs implemented within this Collaborative Partnership and a best practices guide on the creation of a sustainable enterprise dedicated to horse-mediated inclusion will be created and disseminated. The latter will be a tool to create successful inclusive riding centers that are economically sustainable by design. This is a need felt all across Europe, from small local clubs to large institutions, that recognize the benefits of horse-mediated activities to promote social inclusion and want to actively engage in such programs. Hence, this Collaborative Partnership will help and encourage other organizations to replicate such enterprises in local contexts, thereby planting a seed to the full exploitation of the project outcomes at a global level, and ensuring its long lasting impact.

COORDINATOR: TODOS A GALOPE - ASSOCIAÇÃO EQUESTRE

Praceta Fernando Valle 5, 6A
PT- 1750-489 Lisboa (Portugal)
www.todosagalope.pt

ELIGIBLE BUDGET: 600.038,05 €

GRANT AMOUNT: 480.030,00 €

CO-FINANCEMENT: 80,00 %

PARTNERS: Institut Francais Du Cheval Et De L Equitation (France)
Fundacio Universitaria Balmes (Spain)
Le Scuderie del Peschio srl (Italy)
The British Horse Society (UK)
MOVIGO SPORT e.V. (Germany)

NUMBER OF MEMBER SPORT ORGANISATIONS INVOLVED IN THE PROJECT: 30
PROJECT TITLE: Junior Hop

PROJECT ACRONYM: JH

DESCRIPTION: Junior Hop project was born out of the passion for sports of a group of organizations that wish to tackle a European problem of children obesity by promoting voluntary activities in sport and awareness of the importance of health-enhancing physical activity through increased participation in, and equal access to, sport for all. The coordinator of this project is the Junior Sport Association. Together with partners from Greece, Bulgaria, Turkey and the Czech Republic, we have formed a consortium in the field of junior sport, with the aim to encourage the participation of children in sports. The project will have duration of 12 months and is expected to involve more than 200 members of sports organizations, more than 2500 children and more than 50 youth workers in the domain of junior sport. After an intense awareness campaign in all the 5 countries participating about the benefits of sports among children and a seminar on the exchange of good practices between the youth workers in the field of junior sport on the innovative methods of teaching through games, we will organize in the European Week of Sport a hopscotch with the most people playing at the same time as a world’s achievement. The event “Junior Hop” will be registered in the Guinness Book as the most people playing hopscotch simultaneously. Our project brings added value at EU level through results as: one short movie with good practices in junior sport teaching from 5 countries; 1 seminar especially conceived for youth workers in the domain of junior sport, a Junior’s Guides with good practices and recommendations for the improvement of sport curriculum at the level of sports students that want to become sports teachers in primary and secondary school and also at the level of schools. Through this project we will put the basis of a strong collaborative partnership, where public and private sectors work together to tackle big challenges as child obesity and poor curriculum in sports.

COORDINATOR: ASOCIATIA JUNIOR SPORT
119 Dacia Boulevard
RO-001727 Bucaresti (Romania)
www.juniorsport.ro
http://juniorhop.eu/ro/acasa/

ELIGIBLE BUDGET: 59.916,88 €

GRANT AMOUNT: 47.900,00 €

CO-FINANCEMENT: 79,94 %
PARTNERS: Aristelio Panepistimio Thessalonikis, Thessaloniki (Greece)
Nacionalno Dvizhenie Obedinenie Za Razvitie Na Sporta I Sportn, Sofia (Bulgaria)
Mugla Sitki Kocman University, Mugla (Turkey)
Hodina H, o.s., Pelhřimov (Czech Republic)

NUMBER OF MEMBER SPORT ORGANISATIONS INVOLVED IN THE PROJECT: 200
PROJECT TITLE: Civil Society – a Fair Play Actor of European Union

PROJECT ACRONYM: CSPEU

DESCRIPTION: The project Civil Society – a Fair Play Actor of European Union is organised by EuroDEMOS Association – Romania and the partners Vision2020 - United Kingdom, International Relations Research Student Association - Bulgaria, TDM 2000 - Italy, Mladinski center BIT - Slovenia on 01.01.2016 - 30.06.2017. Within the project will be implemented activities to develop incentives to practice grassroots sports to increase the level of participation of citizens in sport and physical activities. The project will strengthen cooperation among relevant social actors to promote equal access and sport for all. The objectives of the project include: to strengthen the international cooperation between actors involved in sport, youth work and education; to raise the awareness on the value of sport and physical activity; to contribute to the valorisation and recognition of the competences developed through sport activities, volunteering and non-formal education methodologies; to promote democratic and social values such as social inclusion, equal opportunities and equal chances, fighting against discrimination through sport. The project main activities consist in:

1. The international training The value of grassroots sport for education and youth work in Iasi, Romania. At the training will be involved 30 representatives from 10 different countries of European Union on the role of sport for the development of the community, European policy framework for sport activities, methods to increase the level of participation in sport among citizens.
2. Civil Society Sports Cups organised in each of the partners’ communities to promote the role of sport and physical activities for the well-being and society healthy development.
3. Creation of a brochure with the project results and to promote the role of sport activities
4. Development of awareness campaigns in each partners’ country to promote grassroots sports and the benefit of sport in order to increase the level activity in EU.

COORDINATOR: ASSOCIATA EURODEMOS
Strada Pacurari 20 Bl4
RO- 700511 Iasi (Romania)
www.eurodemos.org

ELIGIBLE BUDGET: 185.049,27 €

GRANT AMOUNT: 147.589,91 €

CO-FINANCEMENT: 79,76 %
PARTNERS: Associazione TDM 2000 (Italy)
Fundacio Universitaria Balmes (Spain)
Le Scuderie del Peschio srl (Italy)
V2020 (Vision 2020 Leadership Initiative) (UK)
Mladinski center BIT (Slovenia)
International Relations Research Student Association (Bulgaria)

NUMBER OF MEMBER SPORT ORGANISATIONS INVOLVED IN THE PROJECT: 5
REFERENCE: 567140-EPP-1-2015-2-RO-SPO-SCP

PROJECT TITLE: Regional Center for Dual Career Policy and Advocacy

PROJECT ACRONYM: DC4AC

DESCRIPTION: The project Regional Centre for Dual Career Policies and Advocacy (DC4AC) is consistent with the efforts and concerns of the European Commission for insuring a safe future to retired athletes. This project will focus on the priority of supporting the implementation of EU policy documents in the field of Dual Career: EU Guidelines on Dual Careers of Athletes and other relevant documents such as recommendations, guidelines, policy strategies etc. (e.g. EU Physical Activity Guidelines, Principles on good governance in sport). The project team, through its diverse structure of partners, covers a multitude of aspects involved in the field of Dual Career programmes: - the academical institutions are interested to find the best solutions to adapt their program studies allowing young athletes to follow their curses and thus targeting to attract a larger number of students as well as acquiring sport performance; - public bodies in sport, are pursuing the idea of generating a coherent national strategy for implementing most of the EU Guidelines for Dual Career; - non-governmental organizations adhered to the project with the role of raising awareness of national authorities and governing bodies to the necessity of adopting coherent measures for end-of-career athletes. The results of the project will be useful not only for project partners and their respective countries, but for all entities seeking to implement at local level the EU Guidelines on Dual Careers of Athletes.

COORDINATOR: INSTITUTUL NATIONAL DE CERCETARE PENTRU SPORT
Bld Basarabia 41a Sector 2
0022104 Bucuresti (Romania)
www.sportscience.ro

ELIGIBLE BUDGET: 399,710,63 €

GRANT AMOUNT: 319,768,50 €

CO-FINANCEMENT: 80,00 %

PARTNERS:
Eyropaiko Institoyto Topikhs Anaptykhs (Greece)
Constantine The Philosopher University In Nitra (Slovakia)
Asociatia Invenio (Romania)
Universitas Cattolica Del Sacro Cuore (Italy)
Ngo My World Association (Bulgaria)
Testneveseti Egyetem (Hungary)
Univerza Na Primorskem Universita Del Litorale (Slovenia)

NUMBER OF MEMBER SPORT ORGANISATIONS INVOLVED IN THE PROJECT: 140
**PROJECT TITLE:**

Sports for healthy aging

**PROJECT ACRONYM:**

65+

**DESCRIPTION:**

The main project objective is to support the European Week of Sport label and to contribute with its activities to higher public awareness that is crucial in terms of health and wellbeing to get off the couch and make sport and exercise part of their daily lives. Project is promoting voluntary activities in sport in local environments in 4 different countries, together with social inclusion, new opportunities for elderly and awareness of the importance of health-enhancing physical activity through increased participation in, and equal access to, sport for all.

The concrete project objective is to establish daily offer of guided outdoor exercises for elderly aged 65+ as a part of everyday possibility in local environment and also as a part of touristic offer. The project horizontal objective is strengthening the solidarity between generations.

Main short term project objectives are the establishment of outdoor sports surfaces, customized for training of elderly, education of the young volunteers, the establishment of sports tourism offer for the elderly, transfer of good practice, integrating and strengthening the ties between the partner organisations for future cooperation.

Project is connecting 9 organisations of different types from 4 countries; local municipality, non-governmental organisations, public institutions and economic sphere. Each of them is representative in the field of sports, health, work with elderly and tourism. As its results project is providing 4 big sports events in local environments in 4 different countries, one tourist package, 1 flagship ceremony, 1 open space field with sport facilities for elderly, 6 intense training for young sport volunteers for work with elderly, 1 sport tourist package, 2 months of sports activities for elderly and other interested, 12 months of intense promotion of the European Week of Sport and is actively involving 5000 participants.

**COORDINATOR:**

OBCINA BREZICE

Cesta prvih borcev 18

SI-8250 Brežice (Slovenia)

[www.brezice.si](http://www.brezice.si)


**ELIGIBLE BUDGET:** 299,372,72 €

**GRANT AMOUNT:** 239,498,18 €

**CO-FINANCEMENT:** 80,00 %
**Participants’ Organisations:**

- Kayak - Canoe Club Čatež (Slovenia)
- Institute for Entrepreneurship, Tourism and Youth Brežice (Slovenia)
- Dunavska mreža, Zagreb (Croatia)
- Kayak - Canoe Club Tarkett, Bačka Palanka (Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia)
- Nacionalni park Una d.o.o, Bihać (Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia)
- The Association of Pensioners Brežice (Slovenia)
- General Hospital Brežice (Slovenia)
- Students Association Brežice (Slovenia)

**Number of Member Sport Organisations Involved in the Project: 2 300**
**PROJECT TITLE:**

My Sport is Franja

**PROJECT ACRONYM:**

MSIF

**DESCRIPTION:**

My sport is Franja project’s aim is to develop, share and promote good practices in sports, for the first time encompassing volunteers, youth and cultural heritage sites. The goal will be achieved through a development of a comprehensive Franja Academy (2016) for volunteers which will transfer their knowledge on country specific Franja on wheels cycling events to youth and bring it back to be further developed on Franja Academy II (2017). Franja on wheels cycling routes will follow European Cultural Heritage Label to incorporate the educational moment since the platform for the project, the Franja Marathon was named after the European Cultural Heritage Labelled Franja Partisan Hospital. The motivation behind the project is to promote cycling not only as sport but to promote bicycle also as a mobility tool, focusing on youth for developing their health and environment friendly lifestyle. Sustainability of the project will be built throughout the entire project lifetime to ensure the life of the two main project outcomes Franja Academy Programme and Franja on wheels Prototype as a commercial model for other EU countries. Three main target groups (volunteers, youth and general public) are specifically identified and will be targeted throughout the entire project to reach 5,000 people within the project lifetime. Participants on all events and general public will have a possibility to follow the activities at open stages, online, on mobile and communicate with the other participants via social platform. It will increase project visibility and build the network for the sustainability of the project.

**COORDINATOR:**

KOLESARSKO DRUSTVO ROG

Slomškova 4

SI- 1000 Ljubljana (Slovenia)

http://www.kdrog.si/

**ELIGIBLE BUDGET:**

432,309,02 €

**GRANT AMOUNT:**

345,846,62 €

**CO-FINANCEMENT:**

80,00 %

**PARTNERS:**

Unione Italiana Sport Per Tutti (Italy)

Savez sportova Istarske zupanije (Spain)

Slovenský zväz cyklistiky (Slovakia)

Sportunion Kärnten (Austria)

**NUMBER OF MEMBER SPORT ORGANISATIONS INVOLVED IN THE PROJECT:**

5 000
PROJECT TITLE: International Partners Sharing Skills (iPass)

PROJECT ACRONYM: iPass

DESCRIPTION: The Homeless World Cup Foundation is a charity registered in Scotland. Our main work involves the facilitation and growth of a network of social organisations around the world that use football to help improve the lives of people who have been excluded from society. Often this exclusion results in an individual experiencing a period of homelessness. We currently have 74 official national partner organisations in five continents. The size of the Homeless World Cup Foundation remains small at the centre with just three employees. However our reach extends globally and we are also responsible for the organisation and management of the annual Homeless World Cup tournament. This has been held every year since 2003. Last year this took place in Santiago, Chile with 54 national teams taking part in specially constructed stadia opposite the Presidential Palace. 100,000 people came to watch 350 live games over 8 days and to see how football has helped to change the lives of the players taking part. Our aim through this project is to improve the quality of our existing partners in Europe and indeed around the world by helping them share their specialist knowledge through learning exchanges, partner conferences and development workshops. We will align these each year with micro scale versions of our annual tournament to help with visibility, awareness and dissemination at general public and public policy level. In doing so we will help increase participation levels throughout all of our European partners’ football programmes and we will see positive progression towards long term social inclusion for people taking part. This particular project will involve 23 of our European partner organisations.

ELIGIBLE BUDGET: 769,336,12 €

GRANT AMOUNT: 490,582,96 €

CO-FINANCEMENT: 63,77 %
**PARTNERS:**

Jz Socio - Javni Zavod Za Socialnovarstvene Dejavnosti Celje (Slovenia)
Street Football Wales (UK)
CAIS - Associação de Solidariedade Social (Portugal)
Oltalom Sportegyesulet (Budapest)
Gatans Lag (Sweden)
Sananim (Czech Republic)
Anstoß! Bundesvereinigung für Soziale Integration durch Sport (Germany)
Social Management Bulgaria (Bulgaria)
Asociatia Club Sportiv Fotbal de Strada Metanoia (Romania)
Diogenes NGO (Greece)
Hrvatska mreza za beskućnike (Croatia)
Stichting Life Goals! (Netherlands)
Street League Ltd (Ireland)
Centrepoint Soho (UK)
Ombold (Denmark)
Frelsesarmeen rusomsorg (Norway)
Homeless academy (Finland)
Street Soccer NI (UK)
Associazione Sportiva Dilettantistica DOGMA onlus (Italy)
Collectif "La Boussole" (France)
Caritas der Dioezese Graz-Seckau (Austria)
Belgian Homeless Cup (Belgium)
Association FK Feniksas (Lithuania)

**NUMBER OF MEMBER SPORT ORGANISATIONS INVOLVED IN THE PROJECT: 600**
PROJECT TITLE: Feel The Freedom Of The Water

PROJECT ACRONYM: Freedom

DESCRIPTION: So, forget the restrictions of land and leave your disability behind and feel the freedom of the water. With expert support, specialist assistive equipment and guidance from our fully qualified instructors you can take to the water and learn to kayak, canoe, wakeboard, SUP, you can perform recreational games by the water and you can train on outdoor fitness near the water, whatever your disability. With a project Feel the freedom of the water the project partners would like to establish a sport of disabled people as an opportunity for all. As in all partner countries water sports are very well represented, we have a project challenge that all the water sports facilities will be adapted for the disabled, thereby we follow the objective to promote social inclusion and equal opportunities. The main project objective is to provide recreational and sports activities for people with disabilities to improve their physical activity and reduce the possibility of subsequent chronic disease. With the activities we will increase the physical activity of people with disabilities and we will specifically focus on the most numerous group - older people with disabilities, who are most at risk. With the project we will increased participation in sport and allow access to sport for all, because sport should not be the exclusive right of set social groups, but an opportunity for all to get through movement, or thinking develop activities according to their abilities. Sport must represent space of social inclusion, equality and development of every member of society, however, he wants to deal with a world-class sport or physical recreation. Inclusion of Athletes with disabilities in society helps to overcome prejudices and fears of the population, mainly due to ignorance life of persons with disabilities due to their social isolation, which applies both to children as well as adults.

COORDINATOR: OBCINA BREZICE
Cesta prvih borcev 18
8250 Brezice (Slovenia)
www.brezice.si

ELIGIBLE BUDGET: 617,642,28 €

GRANT AMOUNT: 494,113,82 €

CO-FINANCEMENT: 80,00 %
PARTNERS:

Pro rozvoj Sumavy, z.s. (Czech Republic)
Fakulteta Za Informacijske Studije V Novem Mestu (Slovenia)
Waterford Institute Of Technology (Ireland)
Dunavska mreza (Croatia)
Magic Bastos (France)
Drustvo za boljsi svet Vilinski kljuc (Slovenia)

NUMBER OF MEMBER SPORT ORGANISATIONS INVOLVED IN THE PROJECT: 2000
Spain

REFERENCE: 567184-EPP-1-2015-2-ES-SPO-SCP

PROJECT TITLE: Innovative Clubs for Dual Careers

PROJECT ACRONYM: IC/DC

DESCRIPTION: The objective of this project is to develop an innovative club-based pilot programme to support Dual Careers that facilitates an optimal combination of high-quality training and education to young athletes practicing water sports, namely canoeing, rowing and swimming.

The Programme will target athletes between 14 and 21 years old, a critical age in which athletic, academic, psycho-social and professional transitions take place. In total, 100 athletes coming from the three partnering clubs will directly be involved in the testing of the pilot programme. Athletes will be supported by different experts coordinated by the Dual Career Case Manager (DCCM) as a key figure to integrate medical, psychological, educational and other support services that will be provided by clubs (further information about this profile is available below in this section).

The main aim is to combine a successful educational and sporting career of athletes by bringing them the right supporting services from their own clubs, and hence contributing that at a later stage of life they keep a balance between sports training and employment. The project directly contributes to the EU Dual Careers strategy, by designing pilot initiatives, testing them, gathering lessons learned and finally disseminating them to the most relevant European audience. Actions proposed are deeply inspired and aligned with the EU Guidelines on Dual Careers.

COORDINATOR: CLUB NATACIÓ BANYOLES
Pg. Antoni Gaudí, 3
ES-17820 Banyoles (Spain)
www.cnibanyoles.cat

ELIGIBLE BUDGET: 476.129,54€
GRANT AMOUNT: 380.903,63 €
CO-FINANCEMENT: 80,00 %

PARTNERS:
Veslaski klub Bled (Slovenia)
Aviron Perpignan 66 (France)
Istituto Per La Ricerca Sociale Scarl (Italy)
Stichting Hogeschool Van Amsterdam(Nederlands)

NUMBER OF MEMBER SPORT ORGANISATIONS INVOLVED IN THE PROJECT: 1000
PROJECT TITLE: Training Athletes for Sports Events Management

PROJECT ACRONYM: TASEM

DESCRIPTION: The main objective of TASEM (Training Athletes for Sports Events Management) project is to promote and support dual careers for athletes by setting up a transnational network of stakeholders that will develop a platform for the training of athletes in the management and organization of sport events, hence contributing to their employability.

Through the collaboration of a transnational partnership comprised of 15 partners covering 9 countries, the project will conceive and develop a Dual Career Training Programme In Sports Events Management (TPISEM), delivered by the academic organizations integrated in the consortium and targeting 30 athletes and 15 coaches affiliated to the Olympic Committees and National Federations involved. Thus, the partnership brings together a range of key stakeholders jointly working for the strategic development of new educational and training opportunities for athletes in the field of sport management, notably around sports events, which will also benefit from the programme and develop a greater social legacy.

The project will focus on the euro-Mediterranean region, making the most of the Mediterranean Games to be held in the city of Tarragona in 2017 (running from 30th June to 9th July 2017).

To ensure a real euro-Mediterranean dimension, TASEM has agreed a strategic partnership with academic institutions and National Olympic Committees of countries from the southern Mediterranean basin (part of the EU neighbourhood area: Algeria, Egypt, Lebanon, Libya, Morocco, Syria and Tunisia) that will take part of the project's activities with funds provided by third parties. A letter of commitment ensuring the mobilisation of athletes from the southern Mediterranean basin is annexed in this proposal.

COORDINATOR: INSTITUT NACIONAL D'EDUCACIÓ FÍSICA DE CATALUNYA
Avinguda Estadi 12-22
ES-08038 Barcelona (Spain)
www.inefc.cat

ELIGIBLE BUDGET: 520.519,00€

GRANT AMOUNT: 416.415,20 €

CO-FINANCEMENT: 80,00 %
PARTNERS:

Faculté des Sciences du Sport (France)
Ajuntament De Tarragona (Spain)
Comite Olimpico De Portugal (Portugal)
Federacion Española de Badminton (Spain)
Malta Triathlon Federation (Malta)
Comitato Olimpico Nazionale Italiano (Italy)
Cyprus Badminton Federation (Cyprus)
Universita Degli Studi Di Foggia (Italy)
Federacion Española De Triathlon (Spain)
Universidad de Lleida (Spain)
Hellenic Triathlon Federation (Greece)
Mediterranean Triathlon Federation (Greece)
ICSS EUROPE (UK)
Badminton savez Srbije (Serbia)

NUMBER OF MEMBER SPORT ORGANISATIONS INVOLVED IN THE PROJECT: 2 000
REFERENCE: 567318-EPP-1-2015-2-ES-SPO-SCP

PROJECT TITLE: Erasmus+ AGM+

PROJECT ACRONYM: EU+AGM+

DESCRIPTION: The Erasmus+ AGM+ European project manages to unite different spheres, the academic, institutional and athletic, with the creation of a technological platform for the promotion of those universities that want to help student-athletes from around the world, so that they can combine medium and high level athletics with a university education. The platform will consolidate a network between all the European universities that have special programs for student-athletes, including academic information, athletic and financial details, as well as the availability benefits, grants and scholarships for international student-athletes.

Erasmus+ AGM+ helps in promoting the European common feeling through sports, linking academics with athletics. Student-athletes are an important piece to strengthen citizens' identification with Europe and the European supranational democracy.

COORDINATOR: FUNDACION ATHLETES GLOBAL MANAGEMENT SPORTS
Avenida Maria Zambrano 31 WTCZ Torre Oeste Planta 10
ES- 50018 Zaragosa (Spain)
www.agmfundacion.org

ELIGIBLE BUDGET: 412.546,43€

GRANT AMOUNT: 330.038,75 €

CO-FINANCEMENT: 80,00 %

PARTNERS:
Associação de Ténis do Porto (Portugal)
Filip sport (Slovenia)
Laureus Sport for Good Foundation (UK)
Monaco Funding UG (haftungsbeschränkt) (Germany)
Universidad De Navarra (Spain)

NUMBER OF MEMBER SPORT ORGANISATIONS INVOLVED IN THE PROJECT: 100 000
REFERENCE: 567199-EPP-1-2015-2-ES-SPO-SCP

PROJECT TITLE: Sport Psychology as a strategic tool for prevention and training on grassroots sports

PROJECT ACRONYM: PsyTool

DESCRIPTION: The PsyTool project is a collaborative partnership that allows a group of stakeholders from different sport backgrounds to collaborate in the establishment of a network to take full advantage from the implementation of the Sport Psychology as a strategic tool to promote integrity and to tackle violence, discrimination, intolerance and match-fixing among young practitioners of grassroots sports.

This is because sport, which makes an important contribution to the EU strategic objectives of solidarity and prosperity, is confronted with a number of threats from which athletes, particularly young athletes, and citizens in general, need to be protected, such as violence, any kind of discrimination, intolerance and even the manipulation of results.

In this context, the specific objectives of the PsyTool project are the following:

• Obtain more objective data on the impact of violence, discrimination, intolerance and even match-fixing among young practitioners of grassroots sports and to identify good practices applied at European level.
• Create educational and innovative tools based on sport psychology to promote integrity and to tackle these harmful factors.
• Train “Agents of change” for recognizing potential dangerous situations and for reacting in an adequate way.
• Prove this new approach and test its results on the field (over young practitioners of grassroots sports) through a pilot experience.
• Disseminate, extend, transfer and sustain the use of the new tools developed.

Therefore, the PsyTool project takes account of the social, educational and cultural functions inherent in sport and it looks for to complement and to enrich the European policies in this field, bringing innovative approaches for promoting integrity and for fighting against violence, discrimination, intolerance and match-fixing among young practitioners of grassroots sports, thanks to the use of Sport Psychology as a strategic tool of high value for prevention and training.

COORDINATOR: UNIVERSIDAD PABLO DE OLAVIDE
Carretera De Utrera Km 1
ES-41013 Sevilla (Spain)
www.upo.es

ELIGIBLE BUDGET: 476.866,26 €

GRANT AMOUNT: 381.494,61 €

CO-FINANCEMENT: 80,00 %
PARTNERS: Universitat Autonoma De Barcelona (Spain)
Universitat De Les Illes Balears (Spain)
Federacion Española De Asociaciones De Psicologia De La Activi (Spain)
Hogskolan I Halmstad (Sweden)

Universita Degli Studi Di Roma La Sapienza (Italy)
International Council For Coaching Excellence (UK)
Universidade De Lisboa (Portugal)
ICSS Europe (UK)
Fundación Sevilla Futbol Club (Spain)
Sporting Clube De Portugal (Portugal)
Fundação do Desporto (Portugal)

NUMBER OF MEMBER SPORT ORGANISATIONS INVOLVED IN THE PROJECT: 2 500
The sport community faces several risks that threaten its integrity. To face them, a collaborative partnership of 7 EU public and private organisations, following a participatory approach involving all concerned stakeholders, proposes a specific response: the Ethics4Sports (E4S) project. The partnership covers Spain, Italy, Germany, France and the United Kingdom.

The main objective of E4S is to develop innovative mechanisms to promote ethics in grassroots sports and ensure its effective enforcement, by enhancing the capacities and skills of sporting bodies and allowing them to give more efficient responses to risks threatening the integrity of sport.

In order to achieve the general objective of the project, PPs will pursue the fulfilment of the following specific objectives:
1. develop and/or improve new Codes of Ethics for sporting bodies to spread ethical values in sport, following an inclusive and cross-cutting approach;
2. develop a set of verifiable indicators to facilitate the monitoring and evaluation of the Codes of Ethics’ enforcement;
3. effectively enforce the Codes of Ethics developed and make the most of new technologies (through the so-called “Ethics App”) to fulfil this aim, by conducting pilot tests;
4. test, monitor and evaluate the enforcement of the Code of Ethics, hence gathering lessons learned for replicability around Europe;
5. set-up a public-private network of institutions aiming to cooperate in the field of ethics in sport and identifying new members to be engaged in the future and enrich the alliances

COORDINATOR: AJUNTAMIENTO DE SANT CUGAT DEL VALLES
Placa De La Vila 1
ES-08172 Sant Cugat Del Valles Barcelona (Spain)
www.santcugat.cat

ELIGIBLE BUDGET: 496.190,83 €

GRANT AMOUNT: 396.952,66 €

CO-FINANCEMENT: 80,00 %

PARTNERS:
SantCugatCreixSweden Rugby League (Spain)
A.s.d. Scuola di Pallavolo Anderlini (Italy)
ERG Iserlohn (Germany)
Universite Rennes II Haute Bretagne (France)
University Of Leicester (UK)
AFC Barwell (UK)

NUMBER OF MEMBER SPORT ORGANISATIONS INVOLVED IN THE PROJECT: 10 500
**United Kingdom**

**REFERENCE:** 567122-EPP-1-2015-2-UK-SPO-SCP

**PROJECT TITLE:**

RLEF Training and Education Portal

**PROJECT ACRONYM:**

RLTEP

**DESCRIPTION:** Rugby league in Europe continues to grow rapidly. The RLEF is dealing with the fundamental need to ensure its growing network of members is equipped with knowledgeable, competent and qualified staff able to disseminate the sport’s on- and off-field values and techniques at a high level of quality, and ensuring it is administered by robust, democratic and transparent NFs. By far the largest constituency responsible for the sport's sustainable growth are dual career athletes. This project complements previous collaborations between the RLEF and the EU since 2012 and provides a modular training, education and qualification framework, using transnational mobility, mentoring, multi-directional learning and innovative eLearning systems in addition to the dissemination of best practice in sport governance so vital in providing the participating organisations with a solid foundation on which to grow sustainably and efficiently. Combined, these aspects will serve as the foundation of the European rugby league's dissemination long after expiration of the 36-month term. The Project will disseminate an expanded suite of RLEF technical qualifications to cater to a maturing participant pool; is committed to obtaining recognition of those qualifications on the EQF, which will augment the legitimacy of the education offered; introduces professional actors to broaden the scope and perspectives of the project themes and, for the first time, builds a major eLearning open access portal that approaches course delivery, participation and assessment in a fresh and comprehensive manner, and which will be an ever richer resource and reference guide for active participants. Ultimately, the trend of increasing rugby league participation and the concurrent benefit to participants' lives will continue to positively affect practitioners long into the future, and we believe the Education Portal will be classified as a model of good practice in grassroots European sport development.

**COORDINATOR:** RUGBY LEAGUE EUROPEAN FEDERATION

Red Hall, Red Hall Lane8

UK LS17 8NB Leeds (United Kingdom)

[www.rlef.eu.com](http://www.rlef.eu.com)

**ELIGIBLE BUDGET:** 722.752,61 €

**GRANT AMOUNT:** 465.999,67 €

**CO-FINANCEMENT:** 64,48 %
PARTNERS:
Belgian Rugby League Association (Belgium)
Dansk Rugby League Forbund (Denmark)
The Rugby Football League Limited (UK)
Fédération Française de Rugby à 13 (France)
Elliniki omospondia ragby lig (Greece)
Rugby League Association Ireland Ltd (Ireland)
Malta Rugby League (Malta)
Nederlandse Rugby League Bond (Nederlands)
Scotland Rugby League Limited (UK)
Nationaler Rugby League Deutschland (Germany)
Magyar Ligarögi Szövetség Nonprofit Kft. (Hungary)
Federazione Italiana Rugby League (F.I.R.L.)
Sweden Rugby League (Sweden)
Wales Rugby League (UK)
Latvian rugby league federation (Latvia)
Spanish Association of Rugby League (Spain)
PolskaRugbyXIII (Poland)
Ceska Asociace Rugby League (Czech Republic)
Ragbi 13 federacija Srbije (Serbia)
Ukrainian Federation of Rugby League (Ukraine)
Rugby League Norge (Norway)

NUMBER OF MEMBER SPORT ORGANISATIONS INVOLVED IN THE PROJECT:
REFERENCE: 567187-EPP-1-2015-2-UK-SPO-SCP

PROJECT TITLE: Clubs and supporters for better governance in football

PROJECT ACRONYM: MSIF

DESCRIPTION: This is a two-year collaborative partnership, coordinated by Supporters Direct Europe, which will help promote EU principles on good governance in sport. It will do this through a training, education and exchange programme involving member-run football clubs and national supporters’ organisations, from six EU member states. The programme will address three core topics: good governance, financial sustainability, and member/volunteer engagement and democratic participation. It will be developed by all partners, with additional input from a project advisory board. Partners and contributing organisations will attend a total of three in-person sessions, plus opening and closing events. These will be supplemented by a series of one-to-one exchanges. The project will also include a research and evaluation element, in order to assist the ongoing measurement of good governance in sport; and the development of an online training resource, which will provide long-term impact beyond the lifetime of the project.

COORDINATOR: SUPPORTERS DIRECT
1st Floor, CAN Mezzanine, 49-51 East Road
N1 6AH London (United Kingdom)
www.supporters-direct.coop

ELIGIBLE BUDGET: 231.391,34 €

GRANT AMOUNT: 181.391,34 €

CO-FINANCEMENT: 78,39 %

PARTNERS:
FC United Ltd (UK)
Svenska Fotbollssupporterunionen (Sweden)
Malmö Fotbollförbund (Sweden)
Friends of the Rebel Army Society Ltd. (Ireland)
Federación de Accionistas y Socios del Fútbol Español (Spain)
Supporters in Campo (Italy)
Sav CLUB DE ACCIONARIADO POPULAR CIUDAD (Spain)
Cava United Football Club Società Cooperativa Sportiva Diletta (Italy)
FC Gelsenkirchen-Schalke 04 e.V.) (Germany)

NUMBER OF MEMBER SPORT ORGANISATIONS INVOLVED IN THE PROJECT: 1035
REFERENCE: 567181-EPP-1-2015-2-UK-SPO-SCP

**PROJECT TITLE:**

International Partners Sharing Skills (iPass)

**PROJECT ACRONYM:**
iPass

**DESCRIPTION:**

The Homeless World Cup Foundation is a charity registered in Scotland. Our main work involves the facilitation and growth of a network of social organisations around the world that use football to help improve the lives of people who have been excluded from society. Often this exclusion results in an individual experiencing a period of homelessness. We currently have 74 official national partner organisations in five continents. The size of the Homeless World Cup Foundation remains small at the centre with just three employees. However our reach extends globally and we are also responsible for the organisation and management of the annual Homeless World Cup tournament. This has been held every year since 2003. Last year this took place in Santiago, Chile with 54 national teams taking part in specially constructed stadia opposite the Presidential Palace. 100,000 people came to watch 350 live games over 8 days and to see how football has helped to change the lives of the players taking part. Our aim through this project is to improve the quality of our existing partners in Europe and indeed around the world by helping them share their specialist knowledge through learning exchanges, partner conferences and development workshops. We will align these each year with micro scale versions of our annual tournament to help with visibility, awareness and dissemination at general public and public policy level.

In doing so we will help increase participation levels throughout all of our European partners’ football programmes and we will see positive progression towards long term social inclusion for people taking part.

This particular project will involve 23 of our European partner organisations.

**COORDINATOR:**

HOMELESS WORLD CUP FOUNDATION  
29 Drumsheugh Gardens  
UK-EH3 7RN Edinburgh (United Kingdom)  
[www.homelessworldcup.org](http://www.homelessworldcup.org)

**ELIGIBLE BUDGET:** 769.336,12 €

**GRANT AMOUNT:** 490.582,96 €

**CO-FINANCEMENT:** 63,77 %
PARTNERS:
Jz Socio - Javni Zavod Za Socialnovoarstvene Dejavnosti Celje (Slovenia)
Street Football Wales (UK)
CAIS - Associação de Solidariedade Social (Portugal)
Oltalom Sportegyesulet (Hungary)
Gatans Lag (Sweden)
Sananim (Czech Republic)
Anstoß! Bundesvereinigung für Soziale Integration durch Sport (Germany)
Social Management Bulgaria (Bulgaria)
Asociatia Club Sportiv Fotbal de Strada Metanoia (Romania)
Diogenes NGO (Greece)
Hrvatska mreza za beskucnike (Croatia)
Stichting Life Goals! (Netherlands)
Street League Ltd (Ireland)
Centrepoint Soho (London)
Ombold (Denmark)
Frelsesarmeens rusomsorg (Norway)
Homeless academy (Finland)

NUMBER OF MEMBER SPORT ORGANISATIONS INVOLVED IN THE PROJECT: 600